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on

that it is not the province of the civil government to teach religion, or to endow its

the Family.

For

teaching. Rejecting, last year, concurrent endowment of different churches in
Ireland, they favor, this year, concurrent
endowment of ‘denominational schools in

No. 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.,

OFFICRS, § No. 80 Vesey St., New York City.

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.

on this subject. I am not sure that the
controversy, such as it is, has not arisen

} England. It is to be regretted that John
Bright is away from his duties through ill
ions
communicat
sent,
money, &o., " should be
“AN
for publication should be addressed to the health.
He surely must see that there can
be
no
settlement
of this question until it is
$8.00 per year; or if paid strictly in adTerms
yettled that, in schools aided by goveravanoe, $2.00
ment grants or local rates, there shall be
REMITTANCES must be made in money orders,
bank checks, or drafts, if possible, When neither o
no denominational teaching whatever. The
in a registered
.these can be.
ul red, send the money
To whom all lefters on business

:

letter. All Postmasters are obliged 3to register letters
whenever requested to do so.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is re
by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
ey payment of all arrearages is made, as required
Ww.
.
EachSubscriber is particular iY requested to note the
date on the label for the expiration of his subseription, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
with or without further reminder from this office,
NEWSPAPER
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1, Any person who takes a Paper regularly from the
8 name or another’s
post-office—whether directed
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment.

9. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
ue to sead it until payment is made, and collect the
«Whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and perio-icals from the post-office, or
remov!
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.

premiums, no percent.
4 When Agents receive
ae on opin 8sent for the MStar is allowed in adon
a

We send

no hooks

out to be sold

on

sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of

commis-

returning

debate on the second reading of the government bill comes off this week; we shall
see presently how they mean to tide over
the difficulty which

measure only evade.
The subject of a revised English version
of the Bible is once. more mooted. This
time it proceeds from Convocation. The
Bishop of Winchester (Wilberforce) introduces it, and the religious world favorably
receives it. No doubt the original text has
yet to be settled; and no doubt the plain,
everyday, mother-English of the authorised version ought not to be disturbed ; but
this can be no. argument against a revised
version which shall give the latest results
of biblical research and criticism in the
elucidation.of the obscure passages of the
Old Testament, in the better interpretation of many passages in the New, and in
the omission of a few verses here and there

which are clearly interpolations.

The Morning Star,
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required,

BY ADDIE

The faith

STOUT.

1 turned with flush and scorn away
> From one whose hand had wrought

very reverse

A secret crime; no tenderness
Softened my bitter thought;
Upon the guilty heart, instead,
Rebuke fell like the molten lead.
As some grieved angel might;

Or with that glance that Jesus sent, .

of it from

She turned and wept

the hearts and

Q’er ruins where the tide had swept,

Nevertheless,

0 sister, thou hast not the ken,—

noble Lerd

The steel-like blade,~to part

ent

The secrets of the heart.
Thou art too quick to pity,—weep ;—
And yet thy very tears are sweet.

soul.

Her robe too scant to hide from sneers

Some human frailty.

Correspondence.

The govern-

ment measure was at first received with ap-

It was impossible not to put the

best interpretation upon amy plan which
the government might project. Never has
there been a Prime Minister whom Liberals
trusted with more implicit confidence than

Mr. Gladstone; and never has there been a
Cabinet having in it a larger infusion of the

popular element than that in which Mr.
John Bright and Mr. Forster have seats.

But that world-old book of practical

wis-

dom tells us to put not our trust in man.
tion of
cation
dence
Upon

the
Bill
in
twe

confessed

that

an examina-

details of the government Edusomewhat shakes our confithe Gladstone administration.
points especially, and these the

most important of all, the measure of the
government is vicious in principle and ob-

noxious in its details. It perpetuates the
system of denominationalism in the dayschool education of the poor; it delegates
to local boards the decision of the ques-

tions whether

any and how much

relig-

ious instruetion shall be given in all newlyfounded schools, and whether gny and what
compulsion shall be
used in the case of the

children of parents Who are neglectful and

obstinate;

says:

I

love fits rich,

This language has sunk deep into

Noahs

DERBY, ENGLAND, March 15, 1870.
The Education question isjust now the
question of the hour among the churches
of our land. The Irish Land Bill creates
perhaps intenser interest with the few, but
the many are well nigh absorbed in the desire to secure, with the least possible delay, the extension of the blessings of a
sound education to the neglected and ig-

be

the

eloquently of the pres-

it providesno security against

the donsination of the ‘‘parson and

ark,

under

Almighty

a

There is not often in England an epidemic of heresy and freethinking. But
we are threatened with one just now. The
doctrineof everlasting punishment it has
really become popular to discuss, and more
general than it ever was among us,to doubt

ordeny.
in some

There has been secret misgiving
minds

for years,

and certain pul-

pits have grown peculiarly sensitive and
men hawkish in their utterances respecting
the doom of impenitent sin. The ‘‘ears
polite” of our fashionable audiences have
heard only soft and

velvet words, the sigh-

ing of zephyr-like sentimentality, the gentle cooings of the ‘‘sucking dove.” It has
without

that,

forgotten

the

doctrine

of

God's hatred to sin and the announcement
that he will by no means clear the guilty,

the doctrine of the divine love is very likely
to pule and whine. That preaching can
neither be healtify nor honest which is partial and one-sided, which does not appeal
to man’s

whole nature, to his fear as well

as his hope, to his conscience as well as his
sensibility, and which cries ‘‘peace, peace,
where there is no peace,” and so shuns to

Again

declare the whole counsel of God.

and again has the attention of the churches
been called to this matter, but now that
very largely circulated newspaper, The
Christian World, has taken it up, and is
giving its readers a surfeit of it. First
come long letters setting forth the ‘‘DeThe Rev. Edward
structionist theory.”

White is the writer, and he argues to prove

that ‘‘death,” “perishing,” ‘everlasting de-

struction” and the like, mean the going out
His letters are
of being,—annihilation.

the | able, but in the canon

brand the child of a Nontonformist as a | signifying déath and destruction , anniblack sheep; and while it is not complete | mean, in their common significance
that Adam

to notice
and domptehensive, but would leave some hilation. He omits
ate of the forbidden
he
that
day
the
in
dark districts as dark as ever, it opens the died
dead by nature,—
all
are
we
that
fruit,
|
fierce
as
contests
of
way for the renewal
and Sins, snd Pi,
and bitter as the old church-rate contests | dead frig!

ny

a

~~

aplly

WEB

parish in the | though

Iu any paris

spiritually

alive

live and

by

faith

may be made

in Christ.

The

The country is astir, and the government Rev. Andrew Jukes follows with letters
His
must either greatly modify their bill or | setting forth the “Restoration view.”

withdraw it.

I am of the opinion, much | letters are

as I deprecate delay, thatit will be better

not

criticism of them

complete,

80 that afy

is premature.

' Mean-

is taking the orthodox
to withdraw the measare and wait another | While, Dr. Brock of papers
in the Church,
series
The opinion of the country is not view in a

year,
ripe for the settlement of this question.
Nongonformists, as well as Chureh of Eng-

der.’
You

to

and some able brother is to do the same in
the Christian World. The editor of the

to draw out Mr.
land men, are divided among themselves, | Christian Worldthe wanted
defense of the “‘everlastSome dissenters are mistakably carried Spurgeon into
. away ‘from their prinoiplésby an exagger- | ing torment theory” (as Mr. Editor willis
, Med estimate of the value of religious persist in putting it), but Mr. Spurgeon

other

continue:

the

law

to

condition;

‘This

you

faith

strict

of Christ may

add,

and

or-

obedience

prevent

own

‘I had a trial when ‘my
a

Methodist,

visited

me.

com-

good sister,

Such

was

my

confidence in her piety, that I involuntarily
asked myself, Why not ask'her to partake?
My conscience replied; I would not dare
to partake if unbaptized, and I dare not

offer it to her.”

Was it your conscience,

or your sectarianism, which forbade you?
Was it not a Christian impulse which
moved you to invite her? If you had
yielded to it, you would have acted more
like the tender, the generous Saviour, than

you did. Was it because she had not been
immersed,
that you refused her? Then
why do you refuse us who have been im-

mersed

=

You claim that we sanction Pedo-baptism
by communing with them. But you welcome them to all other Christian fellowship ;

ask them to pray, and testify, and preach,
and call them brethren; do you endorse
their error by doing this? Just as much as

you would
with them.

and of salt,(a large block of the latter mineral was

mation

by sitting at the Lord’s table
It is absurd to fellowship them

in nine points, and then thrust them .out
with such severity on the tenth, as if they

to

prolong them till after decent people should
be in bed, and come home, perhaps on
Sunday morning, jaded and feverish and unfitted in mind and body for work or worship
on the following day, may be very far from
incocent.
It is well for little children
to meet together for pleasant intercourse
and cheerful games, but for little children to
be returning,” and from Christian hongeholds, at

midnight,

their childish

instead

dreams,

is

of

dreaming

anything

but

proper. Any mode of recreation may become unlawful from. excess. It may undo
its own work and

earth;

as well as to the table in heaven,

Yours truly,
LAYMAN.”
po

instead of a refreshment,

it. Carbonic Acid Gas is constanly evolved
by combustion, as by fires, and by the
breathing of animals. It is largely taken
up by the plant kingdom and decomposed
when that is active;it is also absorbed by
rain and snow, and the soil.

Hence

only a

small percentage is to be found in out-door-

air.

Other gases are also present, due to

the continual processes
hod

of decompositien

man,

was held

last

the Supreme

Court

last

RECENT

number

The

ACQUITTAL OF PIERRE BONAPARTE.
As was generally anticipated, the trial of
Prince Bonaparte resulted in his acquittal.
He is sentenced to pay the family of his vie-

tim 25,000 francs, and so escapes,
The
French people are highly indignant atthe
is

snap an empty pistol at a Bonaparte,
uncommissioned,

He

He Lig

When one comes under the conscious influence of the Divine spirit, the soul lifts it-

what it is in the joy of sweet and living in-

tercourse with God through Jesus Christ
our Lord. It isa life which comes to some
by flashes. It is a life which comes to some
There isa kind of
by blessed dreams,
spiritupl haze which seems to befall the
yoar ; but there is also a

true life.

is sent

reasons

for

“and,

Tt is

possible for the human soul {o live in abun-

week.

probably

They

:
art
ar Hive during the Present

;

:

CUBA.

Captain

General De Rodas has arrived

in Cuba and taken command of the Spanish

CAPT.

full report of the

EYRE.

proceedings

and evi-

dence on the trial of Capt. Eyre for running
down the Oneida, has been received here, and
the inadequacy of the punishment excites general
indignation. The Court, composed entirely of
British officials finds, among other things, that
Capt. Eyre was informed at once of the fact that
the Oneida hailed the Bombay immediately after
the collision,—~that he apprehended no danger
to the Bombay, her passengers or cargo from the
result of the collision,~that from the questions
he asked his pilot, he evidently thought the

Oneida

might have sustained

serious injury,—

yet he waited at most five minutes only for signals

of distress

proceeded

from the Oneida,—that when he

on his: way,

he gave ne orders fora

lookout for signals of distress,
done so, they could not have

flash of the Oneida’s guns,

and that, had he
failed to. see the

After thus’ fixing

upon Capt. Eyre the most stolid and reckless indifference,

resulting

in

such

great loss of life,

they suspend him from duty for six months,
—a

most

lame

and

impotent

conclusion,

surely.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Tariff bill is still under

debate in the

"gouge, but itis doubtful if the present bill can

It is mote likely that there will be sub-

necessaries of'life and not attempting much else.

—The Bankers are here in force to oppose that
provision of the funding bill that requires thenr

to exchange their present bonds for lower inter-

It
est bonds.—Gen. Butler is after the Lobby. .
been
have
men
er
newspap
certain
that
geems
of
peddling Cuban bonds in the neighborhood

army. He issues a proclamation to the insurgents, in Which pardon is offered all who

tho House, and: the gallant General has made a
charge upon the Cuban ring.—Capt. Hall, the
ux
Arctic explorer, is here with his Esquinfh

surrender at once, excepting the principal

man,

leaders and officers of * the so-called Cuban
government.” The war will be prosecuted
with relentless vigor, and no mercy shown
those who reject the proffered terms. The
Cubans respond by a call for more

troops,

to fight to the

and express a determination

bitter end. Probably wher Christian nations become satisfied that there has been
enough needless suffering in Cuba, and that

enough lives and property have been use-

it shall be forever at rest and peace. Does
Ts it perfect? No, no.
not it sing? Yes.
There is no perfection without full growth.

ures taken to remedy the present state of

lessly sacrificed, there will be some measaffairs.

/

oy

>

CASE OF

The

best | stituted for ita brief bill reducing the tax on the

so that

dance and freedom and blessedness,

18,

4

forth | pass.

to America.

known to himself, is coming

The Divine Spirit.

a citizen,

to

and why a citizen is an assassin if he but
Prince leave of absence.

| is unlawful,

TEXAS.

five

Emperor, in the meantime, has granted the

domestic life, their measure

present prospect is that a two-thirds’ vote

The Texas bill was taken up. in the Senate
yesterday and passed without debate, and was
signed by the President to-day, who thereupon
issued his proclamation declaring the ratification of the 15th amendment to the Constitution.
Before the Texas bill passed, it was necessary to
pass a resolution, offered by Mr. Sherman, discharging the judiciary
committee from the
further consideration of it, and on this resolution
a pretty sharp and significant passage occurred
between Senators Trumbull and Sherman.
Senator Trumbull declared that the resolution was
the grossest discourtesy he had ever known to
be offered to a committee of the Senate.
Senator Sherman in reply disclaimed intending any
discourtesy to the judiciary committee, but declared that committees were but the creatures of
the Senate and must not be permitted to dictate
to thgir creator. He expressed his surprise at
the attitude of Mr. Trumbull in obstructing the
will of the Senate as to its order of business,
pointed out the importance of immediate action,
and declared it to be his duty to make the motion he had made, and that he should not be deterred from that duty by the personal sensitiveness of any member of the Senate.
The motion was. sustained by the decisive vote of 42:

the shore. The main force of the storm was
spent in the middle States, and the damage
to property there was about equal to that of
the famous September gale.

he has killed

with it when we

can not be obtained for ratification.
But it
seems to be an immense effort at self-denial for
Americans to reject a territorial acquisition. All
our traditions and instincts are on the side of expansion of our limits, and these, added to the active efforts of President Grant, are not without
their influence.

vessels were sunk, the crews all escaping to

when

are opposed to an-

difficult question of what to do
have got it.

Rail-

a Bonaparte
br

of the inhabitants

tant period to fight, conquer, or buy Hayti, or
the western end of the island,—and the still more

The damage to shipping along the Hudson

why

race, unfitted

nexation,—the probability of having at no dis-

roads were washed away by the rain, and
trains were precipitated into gullies and
rolled over embankments, resulting in several deaths and numerous broken limbs.

and : wonder

i

case of annexation,)—the expense of maintaining
law and order in a community where revolution
is chronie,~the known fact that a considerable

New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, and

verdict,

San

lieved also that private individuals have been
busily at work making such arrangements as
will benefit themselves at the public expense in

and

place

of

and com-

of San Domingo, and these are variously estimated at from two to ten] millions, (it is be

with

in each city more or less damage was done.
About twenty houses were blown down in
New York, and several persons were killed.
One family, consisting of five persons, was

At one

position

gether uncertain in amount, as we shall become liable for all claims upon the government

STORM.

was ‘quite extended.

commanding

for controlling the polifics

the nation a mixed, half-civiliz&d

The storm of last Sunday week was severe in the extreme.
High winds visited

crushed to death by falling timbers.

increase
-of

of a naval station

for the maintenance of self-government,—the
cost of the acquisition, which seems to be alto-

made an argument in favor cf re-opening the legal tender cases, upon the
ground that the decisions were made by a
majority of only one, when the Bench lacked two of being full. The importance of
the matter is elaimed to be so great that it
deserves an argument before, and decision
by, a full Bench. The petition was taken
under consideration.
THE

the

necessity

of gold

The arguments urged against it are, the danger to our institutions from incorporating into

Wednesday

Thursday

mines

Senator Morton,)—the

if built.

individual and

self up with unwonted clearness, faith, joy,
hat a bird
The following article may tefaind us of trust, effluence and liberty.
many curious facts. The ait we breathe is was when it lay in its little round nest, an
full of wonders, and its contents are none egg, compared with what it is when it sings
the less worth our study because they are in the dewy morning, near heaven's gate—
thatis the soul'in the body compared with
intangible :

or less accidental, which are suspended in

1870 a

of her

merce of the West India Islands, aud for protecting the commerce of the Darien ship canal,

an-

not a murderer

BE

Aside from the gases which constitute the
air, there are always other matters, more

of State,

and

Domingo

ments must be limited by regard to the
proper ends of amusement ; if they interfere
with health and duty, and the good order of

——

Contents of the Atmosphere,

there,

schools, as a violation of religious liberty

cul-

but

Secretary

by

riches

our commerce,~—the

and equality ; declaring that the attempt of
any religious sect to procure such support
is calculated to introduce sectarian bitterness into politics, and deserves the condemnation of all good “citizens ; and calling for
the repeal of the law giving a quarter of a
million dollars to sectarian schools in \ New
York.
THE LEGAL TENDER DECISION.
Attorney-General Hoar appeared before

engagements.

dull,

the

church schools,

tivate our minds,or to do good to the world ;
and recreation should be an agreeable
change from, and an indirect auxiliary to,
our main employments. - But if by its
amount it weary, and dissipate, and unfit
us, in taste or energy, for the real tasks of
duty and necessity, whatever it is in itself,
it becomes wrong.
Evening parties may
be innocent enough, however

exhibited

AMENDMENT.

night in New York City. Peter Cooper presided, and speeches were made by Henry
Ward Beecher and others.
Resolutions
were adopted protesting against the appropriation of public money for sectarian

We

to

XVTH

avote in his hand and aristocrats craving
his patronage. - Well enough for one decade.
NON-SECTARIAN SCHOOLS.
A mass meeting in favor of free non-sectarian public schools, and against the appropriating of public money to churches or

playing

We have to work for our bread, or

THE

hounds at his heels ;—in

were enemies of Christ. You speak much become a weariness, and instead of quickenLawful amuseof Bible order. That order is what hag ing, depressthe energies.
led us to respect Close Communion., The
Bible says: ¢ If children, then heirs;’ "heirs
to formal communion, as well as to spirisnal and personal; heirs to the table on

from

have all, if we care to find them, spheres of

kind—serious

OF

useful woods,—the

him as a

nouncing the complete ratification of the
Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution.
The colored man is now a voter, and ho
ssprevious condition of servitude” can in any
way deprive him of his rights and privileges as a citizen. In 1860 a mere chattel,
with the shackle on his wrists and blood-

is like a man who should live ‘on honey,
or a woman who should cover herself with
flowers. It is sometimes amusing to hear
persons
insist on the necessity of recreation
Pleasure
whose life is one of indulgence.
is intended to repair the exhaustion of labor, but if excessive, it is weakening. We
toil of some

efficient as

The admission of Texas on Wednesday
last, was immediately followed by a procla-

There

A man always

made him

RATIFICATION

must bear in mind that amusement is
not meant to "be the main thing;
or
a main thing, in life. It is to serious work
what sweet things are to food, and orna-

ment is to dress.

of discussion in se--

first order, and the nation mourns
man 6f rare worth.

quite lawful in

and drink too much.

days

pally, the fertility of the soil of San Domingo,—
the value of her forestsof mahogany and other

has

is intemperance in innocent recreation.

Five

arguments urged for the acquisition are, princi--

lawful; yet even of wholesome things a
‘man may eat

of San Domingo.

He had at-

a soldier, and

themselves may become unlawful from
excess. Just as eating and drinking are

munion ' with dear Christian friends.’
Not strict obedience to Christ, but to
rules and
restrictions of his law, © all
of the same faith and order.” You say,

of interpretation

co=tw® in rural parishes, exeont the zis. which he lays down, he begs the whois
words
erable ‘conscience oclatise® which Would | question to ba proved, namely, thatreally
do

dead, we

adds no

are

But by common

consent this question, too, was laid aside unfinished to consider the treaty for the annexation:

crowned all his campaigns with success.
His services since the war have been of the

which

S——
lr Wo

that

of the Week.

tended to his duties at head quarters up to a
few hours previous to his death. His career during the rebellion is too well known
to need recalling.
With undoubted patriotism and bravery he united a correct
judgment and eminent executive; ability,

A thoughtful writer gives us these fitting suggestions upon a topic that needs to
5
be understood :

Amusements

By him you will

cret session have been spent upon this matter,
and the end is not yet. This latter subject is,
doubtless, one of the highest importance and deserves most careful consideration. The French.
proverb has it that, “It is the first step that
costs,” This is the first step towards the acquisition of the West India Islands, but nobody
supposes that, if taken, it will be the last. The.

this

which

:

on Monday night of last week.

Amusements.

all Christians, not because they have been
baptized, but because they are Christians.
—¢ they must be of the same

dust,

;

derous speeches are to come.

heading.

munion with himself, ‘Who art thou
that judgest another man’s servant ?’ ¢ This

Jesus

This ever present

T ——

‘WASHINGTON, D. C., Mar. 30, 1870.
SAN DOMINGO.
3
Words! Words! Words! said my Lord Hamlet,
and so may we say of the present sessionof
Congress. In this respect it fairly eclipses all
its predecessors. Had the preacherlived in our
day, his declaration would certainly have been,
—40Of making many speeches there is no end.”
Just now the situation in the Senate is this: The
Georgia bill is pending, unfinished after many
days of debate. Upon this supervened the priv-,
ileged question of the admission of Gep. Ames:
The whole question lies in a nutshell, but it hasbeen debated three days, and several more pon--

BR

been heretofore principally named as the
housekeeper’s enemy, and which sensitive
people have never wished to think of as
entering their lungs at every inspiration,
has lately traversed the path of a philosopher in some of his most delicate experiments till he had to turn aside and give it
a sifting, and the results
are curious
enough to warrant a note under another

receives these Christians to personal com-

care, on the

waves of a deluge that may overflow
reckless and unthinking world.”

celebrat-

do in remembrance of me,’ is addressed

it, but

;

DEATH OF GENERAL THOMAS.
Major - General George H.
Thomas
died suddenly of apoplexy in San Francisco

ments of dead animal and vegetable organisms.

are invited, and then complain that we
exclude you. Yousay: ‘It is wrong to partake with those who have not been baptized.’ Ireply: The word of God never
mentions baptism as a qualification for the
Lord’s table; but ability to discern the
Lord’s body. Would Christ have you reject whom he receives? You admit that he

of men.

bigotry,

left a

to the Lord's table in your church, refuse to
come to it where all of Christ's
followers

ship says:
“The grand old book will
laugh them all to scorn, and will float like

Humbled and taught by such as thou!

It must

He

his

Events

a sunbeam stealing through a shutter into
a darkened room lights up and reveals a
track of dust, just to show us what all the
air looks like when we can seeit as it is.
Not one of the air-contents which we have
already named is there visible, but itis a
vast conglomerate of all manner of particles, which were sometime since shown to
be of organic origin, comminuted frag-

ing the Lord's Supper with you;’ and add,
‘this may at first seem like an absurd idea
to you.” We do not wonder that you think
go. Itis absurd. You forbid our coming

the exposition of modern science, bis Lord-

Disarmed by thy weak hand, I bow,

proval.

nomination, ¢ you exclade us from

Lord

the moral constitution of our people. Itis
the staple of their domestic intercourse, the
exponent of their joys and sorrows.” Asto

The soft, pure eyes of Charity
Might droop such tears to see; —

norant classes of our country.

version.

all

on Communion.
recently

salt with

»

be stimulated in the face of many difficulties and discouragements, and you can feel
that you will be a great advantage to this
city in whieh God has placed you.

;

the

Washington Correspondence.

t

easy for you to work in
There are many organi-

mingle togetherin Christ.

seems to be detained, floating in the air.
Every one is familiar with the fact that

sharp letter of rebuke and remonstrance.
His reply is interesting, and we will give
portions of it to our readers:
¢ DEAR MR. ——: In your letter, you
complain that, in uniting with another de-

melodious and - heart-moving language.
It is like the music of Handel, and carries
divine truth and comfort to the inmost

The quivering veil, and to lay bare

English

with

speaks

lives

.

does not carry

schools,

TaoMAS GOADBY,

A brother with his wife

facing of the Bible and every reminiscence

With power to inly smite

existing

Close,and united with an Open communion
and was followed by a
Baptist church,

Shaftesbury, with his obstinate Tory instincts, throws himself right across this
movement. He sees nothing in any attempt to improve the version of the Seriptures but the opening of the flood-gates to
heresies innumerable, and the ultimate ef-

A meek-eyed sister only looked

A Peter's heart.

of this is the case.

that all

A Layman

translated, and thereby convey the notion
that we have got a very bad and most unreliable translation of the Scriptures;
whereas, with some glaring exceptions, the

Sl

first,

tion.

course, how the “original” might be better

Scorn.

changes.

o,

zations in this land, but in this the members

mists, clouds axd rains, as the temperature

Church of England or Nonconformists,
should drop denominational teachings by
or drop their
Catechism or otherwise,
claim to government aid ; and then the way
would have been cleared for further ac-

of the people in God's word would certainly
not be so much disturbed by a revised version as it is by the pernicious practice of
some newly-fledged biblical critics, who
persist in showing, in almost every dis-

APRIL 6, 1870.

do so it will be
this association.

the matter should be discussed and ar- animal. Many diseases are attributed to
ranged in committee, and while he does not these, if they happen in any place to be in
affirm that he shall abide by the details of great excess, or to fall upon a constitution
his bill, he gives no assurance that he will ‘too weak to resist their fell power.
One of the most singular conditions of
accept the modifications proposed.
He
seems unable to comprehend or unwilling the air near the sea-board—say within fifto admit the real objection that exists in teen or twenty miles—is its impregnation
the minds of Nonconformists to a state- with salt. Salt is not volatile, but its presence is likened to a dust. When a certain
aided denominational education.
I am
afraid we have begun blunderingly in this amount of spray is dashed up, it loses some
educational movement. We should have of its water by evaporation. The vapor

the provisions of their

14
—

It is in this
way,it scemsto

The aroma of various substances—indeed
from the Council of the Evangelical Alli- one can hardly name & thing which has
ance for erroneous teaching on this ques- not its aroma—can not be fully explgined
except by supposing actual emanations of
tion.
Along with “such emanations
Since writing- the first paragraph of this. substance.
letter, to-day’s newspapers have come to maybe ranked spores and germs which
hand, and the declaration of the govern- seem to prevail everywhere, ready to secure
ment on the amendments proposed to their lodgment and plant themselves wherever
Mr. Forster desires that there is decay, or debility, in plant. or
Education Bill.

Firs.

—

No

make the most ofye jour life, BE
and to make
your life noble and Christian. And if you

from the proposed- exclusion of Mr. Birks

oO f

remittances

.

;

go

>

.

too wise to suffer himselfto be drawn out. | which ¢r: going on ia patare. Akin to
It is stated
that the circulation of the gases are volatile materials, which at cerChristian World has increased five thou- tain temperatures leave the solid or liquid
sand weekly since the discussion opened in| condition and become suspended in exceedits columns, but I may confess that I don’t ingly minute sub-divisions. The vapor of
like the tone which the editor assumes in water is always present in quantity proporhis editorials and notices to correspondents tioned to the temperature. Hence come

teaching in a day-school. Thy ave forgetting that the great maxim of dissent is,
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woman

and child.

He

is endeavoring to

expenses
gecure an appropriation to defray the
The’
Pole.
North
the
to
n
expeditio
of another

Captain is strong in the faith of the feasibility of

reaching the Pole,

He

thinks

the Esquimaux

enjoy. life as Well as other people and stand for
need of nobody’s pity.—Such is their own opin:
fon, for they call themselves Tnnuits, that is, The
people.

Ww,

+

A

What woman has blessed me a great many

times. ‘What woman?” She that would get so
near to Jesus, even to touch the hem of his

garment, Every one who
hy
lenses others.

gets mear fo him
i

.

ls

Nain.

pL

MR

inn

a

DN

cs

HC cM

mri

Sot

Communications.
The Pure
BY

cate taste and purity
when thys flurg out

er and more experienced in the church.
- Those hands never entirely lose thisimpulse, but when one in whom trust has been

reposed fails, they are stretched out to anfor the first

time, *‘fullible,” is 1ead in the lives of those
you deemed wholly sealed unto Christ.
astonished

and perverted by the foolish conversation of
those to whom . they naturally look with
be in all holy

Ilow pure we should

conversation!

How

careful

of the soul’s beautiful. garments ! Innocent
we cannot be; knuivledge of sin-comes to

all. Pardon and 2 ice we all need. The
lly of purity is an outgrowth of constant
culture;
fed by dews of silent thought it
strikes its roots like anchors, drawing life
from the deep places o the soul.
Behold little children in Christ, looking
up to us with eyes full of trusting love, like
the clear, unfliching look of a babe! I have
watched thcse same eyes, as- they grew
keen to detect evil; have seen the halting,
suspicious thoughts start to these windows
of the soul, then skulk to covert again.

Christian

the

Though

are pained,

of the state.

is one in

church

ils mission, one in its spirit, and one in its
‘final attainments, itis not one in all the

details of its work. Hence we have different denominations, all professedly aiming
at the same glorious results. Agreeing
in

the

fundamental

doctrines

of

Chri:t,

yet differing in matters of minor importance ; differing also in the form of government from the papal which clothes one
man with

infallibility, to that

simple

form

that recognizes the independence of each
church in matters of discipline.
But there are sometimes minorities in
individual churches,—the members do not

always view things from the same standpoint. Whatis the. duty, the. privilege
or the right of a minority -in the church?

In matters
‘of mere

“opinion,

involving

no Christian doctrine or principle of morality, it is clearly the duty of the minority

to be in subjection to the majority.. Afier
having presented and defended their views
as Td ly as able, if then

vail they should
and let

the

different views pre-

cheerfully yield the point

majority

rule, and

co-operate

with them t» make their measures a success.
Union is strength.
But in matters cf doctrine or discipline,
what right has the minority? If aggrieved,
how may they obtain redress? ' The minority of a church have a right to appeal from

God help us zot to offend one of these little the decisions of a chdrch to the Q.M. of
<, ‘ones.

And now how can I speak with sufficient
delicacy of the conversation of Christian
women.
O my sisters, mustl say that it is
not always such as bespeaks purity of heart?
You know whereof I affirm,—in social gatherings, and home circles, words are dropped which fall like mildew upon young
hearts,—those lilies

Lord.

in the

Can thesame

garden

of the

lips indeed speakof

the purity of God and then drop poison into
youthful minds? By all the silent prayers
you uttered when seeking life, by all the
tears you shed, by the blood of atcnement
which washed away your guilt, ask that the
angel of purity lay her finger upon your
lips and keep them from sin.
No face can be unlovely with a pure soul
flashing light over the features.
Children
recognize this more fully than others.
What an instuitive insight they have!
‘How they read the heartand penetrate the
coverings of pretense ! Beauty soon vanishes which is unsupported by purity.
A pure heart leads to taste, refined neatness in dress, and genteel behavior.
God
ministers to the love of the beautiful, and

likeness to God will do the same.
Anda
wdman, delicate ia her outward appearance,
generally shrinks from all defilement of
heart.
To-day, I saw tongues of flame
flash and burn upon the brow of a fair
friend, for one passed with painted cheek
and flaunting robes, of whom we only speak
with shame or anger. But that same lady
who crimsoned at this sight, so robed herself that evening as to cause finer and
sweeter natures to blush in turn for her.
Are we not called to cherish all modest
forms and appearances, as well as purity of
heart ?
I repeat, that delicacyin dress is a token
of a chaste spirit, that will shrink

from the

touch of evil and recoil instinctively from
the vulgar and mean.
Carefully should
we cherish this sensitiveness of our natures,

and repel évery habit which tends to make
us less sensitive or keen to. detect
taint of prudery, or the

the first

floating

poison of

which the church is a member, for their
advice, and though the Q. M. can not reverse the action of the church, they may

discipline the church for maladministratici™
of government, and exclude them if they
find sufficient cause. Or the minority may
ask a mutual council, which, according to
the usages of the denomination, the church

has no rgiht to refuse. In arranging a council for the adjustment of any difficulty where
there are two parties in the church, the
minority should ‘have a fair representation
on the council. Councils derive their authority to adjust difficulties in the church,
from the consent cf the parties interested.

Ww.

A Camp

of Woodcutters.

We are here in Kendakunta. - This Santal village is about 8 miles west of Santipore, and is a very favorable position
for
gaining access to the Santals. Just outside
the town, on an open plain, is held a large
weekly market, or country Fair, where,once

a week, large quantities

descriptions

of produce of all

are bought and

scld, or ex-

changed in barter. Several large and beautiful shade trees and a well of excellent wateradd much to the attractiveness of the
place. It is also a kind of half-way station
for wood-cutters, who come in from distant
villages in ihe open country, rest here one

night, on the border of the jungle, cut their
wood and return here the second night and
home again the third day.
:
ed

Just now our evening scenes are renderlively and somewhat romantic by the

presence and campfires of largs parties of
these wood-cutters.
The small, hardy native ox is the almost universal beast of burden,

and

the want of roads makes it neces-

sary that he carry his load on his back.
Exchange the ox for the ass, and 1 fancy
we have a pretty fair counter-patt

of those

trading parties that used to go down into
Egypt3000 years ago.
Bales of cotton,
pieces of goods, and general merchandise,
as well as fire-wood, charcoal and timber
are thus conveyed about the country, at the

sin, in the social atmosphere.
Close acquaintance with suffering, and present time, even, notwithstanding all the
the subduing,

mellowing

influence

cf sor-

wr

row strengthen this seasitiveness and give
life and vigor to purity. Those who ministered to our brothers in hospitals, and those

who felt the pangs of grief, were profited
by their experience.

Their

characters be-

—————yy

came subdued, enriched and glorified, like
“autumn fruitage, by their trials.
How

careless

many

mothers

are

of the

Ep

associations cf their daughters! They care
for the body, to shield it from the storm,
but expose the soul. So youthful imaginations are exposed to wild and hurtful sug-

Lich
en ng

———

gestions.

Like

night-bloomirg

or wandering doves,
harm.
Thonghtless

R

themselves,

and

flowers

they are exposed to
mothers often read

allow

their

daughters to

Ciishy

read a literature which no one can touch
and remain undefiled. Ihave taken books
:

from school-girls and consigned

them to

a Fw

eS

the flames, which no mind could peruse
unharmed.
I have heard Christians justify
the reading of such books.
I have heard
mothers jest with young girls on topics
which belong onlyto those of riper years.
Thus the happiness of life is jeopardized,

ER
RI

the foundation is laid for trouble,
divorce suitsin public

courts,

shame,

and

untold

i

——————

misery.
Love

and marriage

are

solemn,

sacred

i

bm

events in life's experience ; but the rough addresses of the prudish and selfish are repulsive to the pure and noble. Love prompts
deep and serious thoughts; sheds a sober
yet joyous inspiration over the life-currents,
and leads one to retire from the bustle and

Sw

giyety of the world anddwell on
generous themes.

pure and

Mothers welcome

such

Railroads.
these poor,

It is astonishing what loads
miserable little creatures ara

made to carry. “From 200 to 300 1lbs., or
even more, the Orissa bullock carries a distance of 10 to 15 miles per day,by the month
together. If the doctrine of the transmigration of souls be true,

I would

prefer mar-

tyrdom to becoming the ox of an Oriya man
in the next world.
While this animal is
regarded as sacred, and worshiped as a
god, it may be, and often is, killed by inches, and when too old and feeble to get
about, allowed to lie and be devoured alive
by vermin, crows and other carrion eaters.

sensuous,

is

——

of bullock-loads

retreat

before

met

the

eye,

being placed around and outside the bivouac of tethered bullocks. The men, usually
one to each pair of

bullocks, cook

and eat,

the overpowering

forces of

the rebels, most of the slaves remaining in

the Kanawha

vallef, Virginia, embraced

Crossing ' into the state of Ohio, they
swarmed into Meigs and Gallia counties
like locusts, half :tarved and miserably

clad, having 'almost literally nothing with
which to help themselves. Their condition
not only excited sympathy, but, in many
instances, disgust. Their best friends, the
abolitionists, even had fears respecting
their. condition in time of war. But the
fears

of all,

friends

and

foes,

were soon

dissipated.
:
Instead of starving, stealing, or going to
the peor-house, they eagerly sought for
employment in the towns and villages, and
among the farmers.
The most prejudiced were glad to give them employment, as most of the young men,—the
working force of the community,—had
volunteered
in the army.
So, in a short

time,

the more

industrious had

plenty of

employment.

They

soon established

themselves,

and

had

schools

among

started public

wor-

ship, several of their number being preach-

ers.

Thus they remained until the close of

the rebellion. A few returned to their native homes in Virginia, while the majority

remained in Ohio} many of them having
procured; by

their industry, homes of their

own.
Although as

:
much deserving of mission-

ary aid as any of the Freedmen coming
north, they have been almost entirely neglected by the benevolent societies of the
day. Yet they have not suffered materially in point of moral and intellectual culture. They naw have some men among
them respectably educated, acting in the
double capacity of ‘ teachers and preachers. But the masses are uneducated ex-

cept

the

joying

younger
very

classes who

good

tion, both moral
of them manifest

facilities

are

for

en-

educa-

and intellectual.
Some
an aptitude for learn-

ing not to be excelled.

- In Middleport,
the

Ohio

river,

an incorporated city on
they, have two

church or-

ganizations,—Methodist and Baptist. Expensive as it is to procure lcts and build in
that place, they have succeeded admirably
in securing to themselves houses of worship. In Rutland, six miles from Middleport, there are also two churches. One of
them has obtained the use, by repairing it,
cf an unoccupied church building. The
other society has erected a convenient
house

of worship, which

is used-a part of

the time for a schocl, adjoining which is a
smsll cemetery for the burial of their dead.
In Albany, the cclored people have another
church, and a school in which the higher
English branchés are taught.
Still they are not without their faults.
Although apparently devotional, they do
not have a strong sense of moral obligation,

and,

without

seeing the

evil conse-

quence, too cfien violate their word. But
considering
all
things,—their
former
course cf life,

Ohio, I met him as

of Saturday
hour,

a minister

“By my Spirit, saith the Lord.” Let us
work, then, and depend upon the Spirit for
success.
H. WHITCHER.

——p——

Isit a tact that

this earth, which we have

:

supposed to be so steadily and so safely
running along the grcoves of its orbit, is
suddenly attacked by forces within and
forces without which threaten her destruction? Or isita fact that a mania for startling events has seized upon the

We

savans?

are notified that ata certain time a

terrible earthquake will engulf a large portion of Chili, and the frightened inhabitants
of the

doomed

portion

flee’ to the moun-

tains. Then Denmark is told thata huge
earthquake wave is about to roll over her,
and thousands
rush
to stremgthen the
dikes.

Then

we

are

told

that tornadoes,

lcompared with which those of last falfand
winter were but zephyrs, are about to visit
us. Next we are assured that a comet so
very near and brilliant is coming, that we
shall not know when day endsand night
begins. Then another gravely announces

announcements,

after

such

The comet

coming, but we don’t see it.

Tor-

nadoes may set us rolling about.
The
tongue of fire may be upon us ere long.
But certainly no confidence can be placed
in such predictions, judging from the past.
Is not this the same spirit which so deceived

Miller, and whose

prediction of the

world’s end in forty-three has been repeated
every year since? Is not the tendency of
such

announcements

rather

to

produce

skepticism? And is not science injured by
such sweepipg
and hasty conclusions?
Should

those who

have the means, ability

and time, give the world their discoveries
minus their prophecies, would not science
rest upon a better basis? Repeated fiilures of

conclusions

drawn,

must

of neces-

sity cast suspicion
upon science itself.
There can be but little doubt that strange
phenomena are occurring in the heavens

can

not well enjoy themselves

a joyful parting as well as meeting ends the
exercises.

SELAHH. BARRETT.

Rutland, O., March 21, '70. .

The Spirit's Work.
)

ened
A

“Not by might, nor
Spirit, saith the Lord.”

by

power,

but

by

my

Religious results are not produced by the

“might

and

power”

of the agents

em-

not the direet and immediate cause of con,

and mediate causes leading towards these
results,

of God.
God

but the

=

real work is by the Spirit

:

employs human: instruments in the

horrible and re-

At a Quarterly meeting held in Panfield,
N. Y.,

40 years

ago,

Eld.

H. Jenkins,

known

then as the ‘‘weeping preacher,”

makes an opportunity to pass an evening at

a friend’s house, and sometimes it is necessary for him to spend a, whole day in visiting a family. He scarcely expects all
‘these calls and visits to be returned punctilously, after the manner

dies’ calls, But
same hospitable
havé, and enjoys
as much as they
this entirely, and

them

to those whose love is confessed, and bearto ‘these ‘poor, ignorant, superstitious

of fashionable la-

in their attendance

rrant the tenderest ex.

people. But they are awakening into new
life. Their salvation draws nigh.
]

Jen, 28, 1870,

AM soo

Among

broken

these converts were the ‘dancing master,

up,

unless

by

urgent

business.

Give him free and full use of the golden
the fiddler and nearly all the pupils of a morning hours. - Let him have this time to

dancing school,

And before

this work

imself,

y
ih

Oo

‘J. Paes,

the means of their conversion,

no way that onc can be benefited - much by

this exercise, except by having bymn-books
and following the singers as they sing.
Worse than inattention in singing, is the
same thing in time cof prayer. It is painful to know almost whole congregations
sitting or standing, gazing at vacancy,or the

praise

given

Kneeling is the best position
an

to Gd.

to secure
interest

atall events be done, js to
and close the eyes.

at-

in the

bow

the

head

Social gatherings and donation visits
should not be in the audience rooms of
churches. Trifling conversation and some

;

"

&c., must

sometimes be

that he may

feed hisown mind,

inhouses

of wor-

ship. Butin them let exciting contention be
avoided. A hasty, angry or overbearing
spirit, personal thrusts or recriminations
are totally unfit for such places.. - “Let all things be done decently and in

Common

at

were convicted and converted, and in their this duty. < His mornings will generally be
they referred to that sermon as devoted to study, and this should not be

experience

quietness

and solemnity, feeling that it is God's house
and may bethe gate of heaven. Let some
things be noticed that may exist there, but
which never should :
Rapid movements with a heavy tread of
the feet in going in or out,
v
Wearing hats in the audience room.
For years we have noticed devotional persous and those of a good understanding,
remove their hats as scon as entering the
door and not put them on again until
they getabout to the door when retiring.
Inattention in singing is a fault. We see

A
he is possessed of the order.”
instincts that other men
‘Holiness becometh
entertaining his friends forever.”
do. Many people forget
deem their duty done, if

tent till near eleven o'clock, and I at length delivered a sermon, and inthe course of the Run in, “in & ‘neighborly way,” as you
pulsive. And equally senseless and repul- prayed with, and dismissed them:
May effort, as ‘he gained in earnestness as was sometimes do
at other men’s houses.
sive is the indiscriminate kissing in public this prove a watering of the good
seed long usual for him to do, he told his experi- Spend an evening, once in a while, by his
Places, now so commom among the ladies since sown in their hearts, and cause it to ence, how he was brought to Christ, fireside. Give him a social call, as occa
of our churches. The actis always osten- spring up and bear fruit.
which was done with deep feeling, and sion may offer, in return for the many you
tatious, often hypoeritical, and never in Just now there is a kind of lung fever with eyes streaming with tears; and the have
received from him. Cheer his housegood taste. I always feel that kissesso prevailing among the Santals here,of which power of God came down as really
as on bold by the light of your friendly presence.
formal, not prompted by love, deserve a several have died, and great fear and con- the day of Pentecost, though in less measYes, by all means, visit the minister, but
cold rebuke ; and that a little sense would
{
sternation
are
the
consequence.
People
run
ure;
and
asthe
result
of
the
Spirit's
work
use good judgment in doing it. ' Rememsuggest the propriety of deferring “all such
off ‘elsewhere.
The dread of witches, in and through that effort, over 50 souls ber that not every houris a fitting one for

demonstrations to private circles, and leave. ghosts. and hobgobling is a constant bug-

|

Many churches are disposed to be somewhat exacting in this matter, and to insist rudeness may come of them, that are inconon being visited a great deal, at any cost. sistent with the solemnity of the place where
No matter what fails, the visits must be God's honor dwelleth.
made.
Itis no place for slumber.
The night is
Do these people ever think it necessary for sleep, and not! the hour during preachto visit the minister? Does it ever occur ing.
to them that the minister likes
to be visThe house of worship is no place for the
ited sometimes at his own house? Much consideration of ““costly array,” the gayety,
of the minister's visiting is in the form of tinselry and variety of dress.
And when
pastoral calle, each one occupying no professed worshipers offend in this regreat length of time, but sufficing to quick- spect, the Most High withdraws himself,
en the social and epiritual life of both pas- and spiritual death rests upon such a people.
tor and’ people. Occasionally he finds, or . Conferences of business, church meetings,

hortation and preaching; &c.

and yet kind and tender a manner as possi--

nature.

in Public Worship.

prayer offered.
This is pot customary.
The next best thing, and that which should

Visiting the Minister.

quiries, and said opposition

use the means in order to see the results
desired. Let me illustrate this matter by
two facts :
;

Thou'lt work and never fice,
Then up rough ascents, over sands,
Thy cross will carry thee.
Lapham Institute, R. I.

tention, union with and

interested and made numerous pertinent in-

So we must

thou’rt none of mine.”

and

Things.

—t—
Christ comes to us morning by morning
then opening,

divers little crosses, thwartings of our own
will, interferences with our plans, disapkiss them,

and take

The great question,

them up,

Do we

‘and

follow

in His rear, like Simon the Cyrenian?

Or

do we toss them from us scornfully because they are so little, and wait for some
great affliction to approve our patience
and our resignation to His will? Ah, how
might we accommodate to the small mat-

ters of religion generally

those

{the Lord respecting the children.

inalienable

words of

“Take

then, is, Have

God's

authority,

From

this

state

nature

offers no relief. Amid her myriad voices
there is not one that speaks of forgiveness
or tells

that

God is

love,~—that

he has

a

heart to pity, a will to pardon, a nature to
communicate to the human soul. Without
a revelation
man has never attained a
knowledge of the divine character and pur-

se. Viewed as such, a revelationof the
ible ‘stands alone. It: is a wonder that
men will class it with sacred books of
pagan nations, which deal with nothing of
the

kind.

If,

now,

it be

true

that

man

needs salvation, and that God waits to
save, are any
facts more important to be
communicated? And, if nature can not
speak, can God do else than gpeak himself? And how shall he declare, except in
attestation; and how attest, except by miracle? The Bible grounds its cliims to our
acceptance upon its miraculous attestations, and this is a claim peculiar to the
Bitla.,

There

is"no evidence that Moham-

med ever wrought a miracle; and as to systems “of pagan religion, miracles are their
appendages, not their basis. If miracles
are impossible and untrue, then Christianity is a delusion.
If, then, miracles ever occurred, no evidence for them could be better than that

furnished

the

by the Bitle.

New

Testament

corner.

They

which

rejected

The

were

miracles of

not

were accepted
Christianity.

dome

by

- And

in

an

a

age

those

skeptics of the early Christian centuries
who accounted for them on cther than supernatural grounds
still admiited the
facts.

It is said that miracles are inherently improbable,

and a

But can

belief in them

untenable.

it not be shown that the grounds

of opposition
|- Not to dwell

to

Lecky is one

that

miracles

are

untenable?

at length on the objections
that miracles are physical facts addressed
to the senses, A | not affecting
the intellect ; that they imply changeableness in the
divine government; the
position of Mr.
demands

consideration ;

but it is a position creditable neither to the
historian nor the philosopher.
Again, it is
asked, How are we to discriminate between
true and false miracles? The Bible, we
answer,
makes
such
a discrimination.
Why admit the miracles of the Bible, and

deny those of other books?

To this it may

be replied that the occasion, nature

and re-

sults of Christian miracles prove their supernatural origin. As to the positive denial of miracles, the final refuge of modern
unbelief, it is to be said that the reasonable
is not to be measured by ‘ the thoughts and
judgments of men. There is something
reasonable lying beneath and Reathing ve.
yond the facts of nature. There must be a
Supernatural Reason. And what
is there,
then, to hinder such adjustments of ‘and in-

Yellerenges with nature as may be neces-

sary
To ginds immersed in nature, what need
then of spiritual insight? « Oh, for ‘the
light—the open eye! Could the blind only
see, how insignificant would be the discoveries of the finger’s ends. To a soul conscious of redemption, how unsatisfactory
the results of speculation !

Not what I Want.
*

pointments of our little pleasures.

and

miracles ever been wrought?
Has there been an occasion demanding
them? The great fact of human exper:ence is the copsciousness of sin‘and guilt,—
a consciouspess disclosing
a violation of

thy house, O Lord,
PL

to present to us, for the day

often vague and

original

possession of every man. God is,is always,
and can not lie. We know this, Whatever rests on this foundation must stand.
If God has spoken, we must believe.
What, then, is the evidence that God has
spoken? In seeking to convince us of
truth, he will use testimony appealing to
the senses. A miracle is a sensible effect
wrought by God in attestationto trath. It
must be in Nature to be sensible; out of
Nature to show the hand of God. Itisa
“counteraction of Nature by the Author of

;But if with ready, patient hands,

decorum,

and, though

obscure, it is the

Thou'it hear the word, with senses dim,

offered for all,

or

Theknowledge of God is coincident

with reason;

minister, or at some styles of dress,or turn-

in truth it is creditable to him thus to do.

and

| edge.

God gives thee this to do for him;
Dost thou dare to repine?

should be

somehow

has convinced men of the

Belief always implies some sort of knowl.

“Deny thyself, take up thy Cross ;’'—
> T'was this our Saviour said;
Oh, follow him; you'll tind no loss,
But rest and peace instead.

All

Bible

by testimony. We either know or believe;
aud conviction may be equally complete in
cither case. Knowledge and belief may be
indefinitely blended, but are the basis of all
our convictions.
The conviction of the
truth of the Bible rests upon belief.

Heaven doth a payment send.

—l-§
Wo

the

"| served ‘that conviction comes in two ways.
Truth is either self-evident or is affirmed

And it thou livest hopefully,

bY

is occupied with but one

fact of redemption.
;
In answer t) the question, What has
wrought this conviction, it must be ob-

ing to see new comers, while prayer is being

attended, as well as meetings of worship.
The style of their “preaching
?is simple,
earnest, enthusiastic.
They love excitewithout it. Even'a little confusion does
not interrupt them. Order is restored, and

other

[\

and the Bible

earth beneath,

A minister . who visits his people much is
generally considered a good minister; and

ment,

-|

If

of this power, I

thought,—Redemption ; and

informs us that this earth is to be destroyed
in a general conflagration. But of the
time knoweth no man.
W.F.E..

above and the

I must confess its power.

I inquire into the secret

bear thy burden cheerfully;

Manners

a wide

Whether or not I acknowledge the truth
of the Bible,

Thou know’st hfe soon will end;

¢ Depart!

They

Prof. Seelye:

it

With patience, not with strife.
Oh,

gain

a skill and interest that

with

there.

such

repeated failures of the powers of nature to
ratify their predictions. Has the spirit of
the lying prophets again visited the earth ?
The earthquake failed to make time, and
the angry fugitives returned te their homes.

may be

find

in Boston, are ofreal value.

hearing. The Congregationalist furnishes
the following abstract of the lecture of

not prevent it.

to make

did

will

.

exhibit an insight into the spirit of the age,
and deal with the special topics chosen
with an ability that commands respect and

not submerge Denmark, but

fires, and that al-

has projected his fiery tongue toforty-five millions of miles!
these are the days of wonder.
wonder is that men will continue

the dikes did

you

livery

It is written, “Thou shalt reverence my
sanctury ;" - “Thy way, O God, is in the
sanctuary ;” “I have seen thee in the sanctuary;” ‘My Father's house shall be called
a house of prayer.”
A place built for,consecrated to and used
for the public worship o God is an important one.
There instruction of the most
valuable character is given’;—Christians are
comfcrted, sinners warned, prayer offered
and answered, and God praised.
No improprieties of conduct should ever be found

his hungry

ready he
wards us
Surely
But the

The wave

doubt

—

The course of lectures
on *‘Christianity
and Skepticism,” which are in course of de-

Ascend the hill of life:
Isteem it joy to do thy part,

that Old Sol is about to lap up this little
earth to feed

without

BY GATES CHADSEY. |
Ap b—
Bear'st thou a cross? With willing feet

church and prompt in the payment of their
subscription. Ministers are men; men of
social propensities. They lay aside none
of these in becoming ministers. They appreciate kindly attentions, and like to be
thought enough of to be visited sometimes. They find it unpleasant to be severely let alone, ‘‘taken no notice of,” and “to
have nobody come near them,”
So, good people, visit your minister.

case down to them in as plain«and pointed,

Miracles.
:

find that the Bible

they are regular

and her father had kept him from becoming a Christian.
I endeavored to lay the

If he has a family, there

Cross-Bearing.

Startling Announcements.

|

and

that love

Selections.

will need this time for repose

mutually profitable, *‘blessing him that
gives and him that takes.”
Paine.

Apollos water, all the increase is of God.
Still, generally, the Spirit uses and accompanies the means used, such as prayer, ‘ex-

his wife

and

ter,

among the

work of reform, but, though Paul plant and

from

not for study:

will be many little things to be arranged,
in order that he and they may enjoy the

in the common
schools are well

dren educated, especially
branches.
Their Sabbath

viction and conversion. Instructive qualities and reasoning ability may be indirect

Lakhan Sing, seemed well posted, deeply

evenings, but

and meditation.

“United Brethren.”

their habits and education—

nights past, is from Lakhannath, the former

brance of our brother and also a strong
impression on their minds of the utter folly
and worthlessness of Hinduism, and the
truth and value of Christianity. Oneman,

the Lord hath promised to them
Him.— Goulburn.

If he is wise, he will usually have his pulpit preparation completed before
this late

held in a grove, as there were no meeting
houses then in our denomination west; and
on Sabbath, July 4th, Eld. D. Marks
preached one of his most mighty sermons,

much can be said in their praise. They
are exceedingly anxious to have their chil-

ployed in bringing about events.
Man
may be ever so powerful, in natural talents and in acquired ability, yet these are

and find they have both a good remem-

|-

.

So, too, he should have undisturbed use

During the next summer, a great meeting was held in North Penfield, N. Y.,
where the writer was laboring. It was

attended by the Holy Spirit, and an arrow

and sleep inside the circle.
Around these
camp fires long yarns are spun out, till late
into the night.
One party under a tree just by us, for two
residence of our good Bro. Kahmal Naik. I
have had repeated conversations with them

addedto the various churches. ‘your children.

the long” wished-for opportunity to make
Sabbath most completely.
Sometimes
their escape, not only from slavery, ‘bat flew to theheart of a young man in the con- very good people will **drop in” on Sungregation,
who
was
first
manager
of
an
Infrom the grasp of the rebel armies. Lightday, especially if there is no sermon in the
burn, favoring the move, encouraged them dependence ball thaf was to come off the
afternoon, and add to the good man’s
to seek an asylum in Ohio, Hence, stupid ‘next night. He was actually cut down by weariness by ' their exhausting ‘heavy
as negroes are said to be, they were quick the power of God, and was in as much “talk,” or distract him by their gossiping
enough to change their condition.. With agony as though he had actually been prattle. Such fail in due regard for the
one accord they arose,men,women and chil- struck with a dagger and left in a dying Sabbath, as well as for the minister.
With
dren, and followed in the rear of the re- state. But he soon found relief through
these limitations in respect to times and
Jetus’
blood,
and
soon
after
I
baptized
him
treating army, until they reached the Ohio
and his wife; and the last time I was in seasons, we urge’ you to visit your minis1iver.
:

excursion, a large array
of wood,

In the hight of the rebellion,

when Colonel Lightburn was compelled to

Last evening, as we returned to our tent,

from a preaching

an event with hope and satisfaction; but a ble, in order to bring their minds to a dekiss upon a daughter's cheek, from the cision. Last evening they remained in the
coarse and

verted and

Star respecting the Freedmen in this part

Church,

—————

f—

trust and reverence.

Christian

1870.

-ceased, over 300 in that town were con- | andbe able to edify and instruct you and

of Southern Ohio.

Comparatively little hasbeen said in the

The

In the first sweet experienc of the Christian life, how our faith reaches up to cling
with white hands to the dear ones, the old-

Christians

Freedmen
"

2

STOUT.

forget the agony when,

MORNING STAR: APRIL 6,

in indiscriminate bestowal.

in Heart.

ADDIE
ng

Young

A

THE
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"other.
None

rec
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When Archbishop Secker was laid on his
dying. bed, his friend, Mr, Talbot, came to
see him, He felt it was their last meeting

together, so he said:

“You will pray with me, Talbot, before
you go away”
Mr, Talbot rose, and went to look for a

Prayer Book.

;

‘That is not what I want now,” said
the dying prelate. ** Kneel down by me,
and pray for me in the way I know you
are used 10.”
:
So the good man knelt by his friend's

bedside, and poured out his

before his heavenly Father, in

a8 his
blessed
man,
that he

soul

such

.

for him
words

Heart dictated. The Holy Spirit
them to the comfort of the d ing
There was a life and spirit in them
could not find in forms however

excellent,

’

When we come to that solemn hour, we
heed that ye despisé not one of these little shall want something more than a formal
. It
may.have satisfied us very
ones" Despise not littfe sins; they have" religion.

ruined many

a soul.

duties ; they

have

Despise

been to

not little

many a saved

well before, but it will give no light for the
dark valley, “God be merciful to me, a

Despise not little temptations; rightly met

sinner,” will have more meaning to us
than a volume of the most * beautiful
rayers,” pronounced with the most fault-

they have
some fiery
crosses ; for
accepted at

tion, that at least one verse in thirty of

man an excellent discipline of humility.

made

men

often nerved the character
for
trial. And despise not little
whea taken up, and lovingly
the Lord's hand, they have
meet for a great

crown, even

[+

#

©88 execution,

:

Bickersteth states, upon careful examina-

the New Testament points
resurrection’ life.

ps

onwa

to the

*

to eat such things as were provided, wheth-

more unreserved enjoyment of its objects. gentleman of fortune, who courted his comItis the instinct of home. Itisthis which “pany and taught him to smoke. ‘I'he young
determines human loves: and sympathies minister was warned of his danger, but
around special points and centers, and for- could not be persuaded to renounce what
bids even the notion of a formless mylti- he considered a harmless indulgence, and
tude. It is this which will determine every claimed that his cigar soothed his mind and
soul to its special place by quick and un- composed his feelings.
erring affinities, just as the matter of the
A friend, in reply,‘ told him the mird
vast

and

shapeless

nebul®

is determined

around innumerable points of twinkling
flame, till the whole become thickly studded with staxs.
There is one
dience to the

grand motive, love and oberd, which rules in all re-

generated hearts; but it has a thousand
modes and forms of manifestation, according to each one’s mental and moral structure, special tastes, habitudes, and affec-

tions. It is so here; it will be so always.
The instinct of home is simply the drawing together of souls most alike and congenerous around their own special cen-.
ter, that there the ruling love may have the
fullest gratification and nourishment, and
from.that. center radiate in most delightful
exercise for the good of others. Two or
more minds

from

toned alike, and acting as one,

a common

center and for a common

end, make up the idea of home.
Itis so
now, it will be so always.
Let the in-

stinct of home be destroyed, and man
would be utterly demoralized, or hopelessly insane. His life becomes aimless, and
he wanders in spiritual vagabondism, he
knows not whither or for what. It is his
by

eminent

endowment

aud

prerogative.

Hence the “peculiar and utter loathsomeness of those crimes which are committed
against it—which either disturb the unity
of home or soil its purity; for the lusts that
ténd to tbis destroy the very image of humanity, and break it in pieces under the
hoofs of the most swinish pollution.
Our

home

is always

tions are.
brate

We

to and

where

our

affec-

sigh and wander, we vi-

fro,

till we

rest in that spe-

‘cial center where our deepest loves are
rnered up. Then the heart fills and
rims over with its own happiness, and
spreads sweetness and fertility all around
it. Very often when the eyes are closing
in death, and this world is shutting off the
light from the departing soul, the last wish
which is made audible is ‘‘to go home.”
The words break out sometimes through
the cloud of delirium; but it is the soul’s
deepest and most central want,
groping
after its object, haply soon to find it as the
clogs of earth clear away, and she springs
up on the line of swift affection, as the bee
with unerring precision shoots through the
dusk of evening to her cell.
Lo

How

never wanted composing, when

in

health,

by artificial means, but only when discomposed. by improper causes, or the feelings
-soothed but when they should not be irritated; and added, * Beware how you indulge
in a bad habit.” Impatient under the rebuke, the clergyman

rejoined,

“I

smoke

but seldom, and could almost do without
it.” Seldom and almost are two fatally
ominous words. Seldom
will
become
regular, and almost

ways.

be

converted

And as smoking and

into

drinking

sworn companions, ‘* Let me beseech you,”
said his friend, ¢ not to make them yours.

Ministers should be a fence around the pit
of perdition. Some .nexperienced youth
may see you smoke, and imitate your. exxple, and become a confirmed smoker,
and, sooner or later, a confirmed drunkard.

The line of demarcation being once effaced,
he may soon be lost in the vortex of
sin.”
.
Little did this young preacher suppose
this to be a picture of his own mournful
case. Bat, by his habits, his splendid talents soon became dim, his

him.

hearers

His wealthy host, who

him to smoke, witnessed

forsook

first taught

his

growing

de-

sire for stimulants, and with a look more
expressive than words, would

say

of him,

¢¢ that in spite of praying and preaching,
professors of religion like the good things of

this life as wellas others;

and

that,

alter

all, saints and sinners are pretty much
alike.”
:
The days of this eloquent young cler3yman were ended in ignominy. Around a
once most promising, talented -praacher a
gloomy curtain was drawn ; and a life which
promised to be happy and illustrious, was
early brought t> a miserable close. His
intemperate habits, it was supposed, killed
his young wife, and made a beggar of his
chiid.

He died in a mad-house,

blasphem-

ing the very Saviour he had preached.
Avoid smoking.
*‘ Itis the devil's leadingstring, commencing with a hair, and
ending with a cable.”
that proves
before.”

fate,

which

was

but

choice

is on the

hither side ofthe river,

should we strain

and why

our eyes to look beyond ?

But this state of things does not continue

long. Our circle grows less and less. It
is broken and broken, and then closed up

again;

but every break and close make it

narrower and smaller.

0 malo before the

sun is athis meridian the majority are on

the other side ; the circle there is as large as
the

one

here,

and

we are drawn contrari-

wise and vibrate between the two. A little
longer, and we have almost all crossed
over;

the

balance

settles

down

on

the

spiritual "side, and the home-center is removed to the upper sphere. At length you
see nothing but an aged plgrin standing
alone on the river's brink, and looking
earnestly towards the country on the other
side. In the morning, that large and
goodly company rejoicing together with
music and wine ; in the evening, dwindled
down to that solitary old man, the last of

his family, and the last of his generation,
waiting to go home, and filled with pensive
memories of the LongAgo!—E.H, Sears.
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Ps

Ministerial Examination.
et

Bishop

/

an interesting ac-

Kingsley gives

meeting

at the

in Fuh Chow,

China.

count of thé™ conference
mission

* Methodist

_ According to the Methodist custom, they
“had the

examination of character” of the

preachers :

One of the young helpers was represented as being a fine scholar, and using excellent language.

A

little, bright-eyed

China-

man replied
that that was all very well.
To be a good scholar was a very good
thing; but what we wanted now to know

was, did

this brother do

any goodin hjs

preaching. Had he ‘gifts, grace, and
usefulness” for the work of a Chinese
minister,
Of another it was said he was too partic
ular about his food, and made trouble in
the families that entertained him. As an
instance, he had stopped ata house, and
“the sister cooked him some ducks’ eggs.

He refused to eat them, demanding

hens’

eggs. It was remarked that if he was going to be a traveling preacher he must learn
«

.

»

off

.

of this congregation was

and educated

beyond

his people, but was:

commenced

a

the

colored man,

attainments

of

addicted to the habit ot

by

thanking

God for the

a graphic figure was that where-

with to describe and to contrast the vain,
stilted preaching to which they had been
accustomed,and the plain, comprehensible
teaching
to which the people had then listened!
They who have seen animals endeavoring to reach and eat hay or other
food that was placed high up above them,
and who remember how the poor beasts
rose, and. stretched, and tugged away to
get something from whence a thoughtful
master would not have placed their provender, can appreciate the force of the figure of this untaught man, and the sense of
comfort and joy which he expressed in his
fs,
Strikingly does it teach a lesson totoo
many of the clergy, ‘all over our land.
They are too prone to feed their people out
of-a high 2 ol With some it is due to
yielding to ‘the

This was a victory beyond any that Alexander ever won—a victory over himself.
Here is a key t» the problem of covetousness.
Old
natur’” must go under.
It
will take great giving to put stinginess

down.

A few

the whole

experiments

pocket-book

of putting in

may,

by

and

by,

get the heart into the charity box, and then
the cure is reached. All honor to the deaf
old gentleman.
He did a magnificent thing
for himself, and gave an example worth
imitating, beside pointing a paragraph for
the students of human nature.

temptation for which their

Salling provides such scope—to display
their learning, their conceits, their powers

of metaphysical thought.

Such

texts as

are kept, often, on a plane of high, abstract
thought; they have thought out and com,
prehended many
not mastered,

a point which others have
But many forget this when

they come to preach.

They prepare their

sermons without remembering that thought
and terms familiar to them are mysteries
to others, Consequently, from forgetful
pess rather than vanity, such place the
Bread of Life so high that their hearers can

not reach it.
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$8 Wall 8t., N. Y.

“ Feed your land and it will feed you.”
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$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES.
The best machine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further
particulars address THE WILSON SEW.
ING MACHINE CO., No. 666 Washington
street,

Boston

Mass,

A

GREAT

Horace

1y48

Waters, 481

OFFER!!
Broadway, New

York,

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, and ORGANS of six first class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money applied if pur.
chased, Chickering pianos are include:
the above

offer,

:

BOOK

AGENTS

WANTED

TFN YEARS IN
WALL

b52t8—p5

TO

SELL

Large

Premium.

1 Vol. 12 mo.

Price

Physician,Gardeaiag,
House Plants,

the Toilet, and many Miscellantous Receipts.
For
sale by all Booksellers.
Sent by mail free on receipt

of price.

WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh by
remedy, and will send the receipt free.

©

Mes. M. C. LEGGETT,

The

most

Complete

AGENTS

A copy given to any

and Lowest

:

NORTHWOOD

TO

PRING TERM commences
and continues 14 weeks.

Rooms

ean

Burr & Co.,

Gilman &

Rust Brothers

TUESDAY,

Bro.,

Weeks

&

Potter,

Reed

GENTLEMEN

be obtained at reasonable

prices for

Shining

Sabrina
Aunt

An UNFAILING

IALIS, otten effecting

No form of Nervous

REMEDY

for NEURALGIA FAC:

Bright

Disease fails to yield to its won-

permanent

cure.

It

acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves

Six packages
wile
60
Fig
i,
1
vy
le
It is sold by all dealersin drugs and medicines.
TURNER & CO., Proprietors,
120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
lyeow48

at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make con-

& Cutler,

ence and an Argument,”—and will also

The Register for 1870 is universally
admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issued. - It needs only to be seen
and examined to be appreciated.

Mar-

A

very large part of this edition has

been sold.
Those desiring it, will,
therefore, do well to send in their or| ders at once, as we wish to finish the

send a copy of the same work to the
new subscriber.

Agency,

NO. 4, Scollay’s Building; Boston.
Real

Estate offices in

Or, if it is preferred,

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on
the same terms. The postage—which
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
who order the books.

~

or Bla Ral Toute Joumal
1s idsued at this office on the 1st and 15th of every
month, at $1.00 per annum, Specimen. copies sent
upon receipt of 5 cents, This paper containt, besides
articles upon real estate interests, full descriptions of
several hundred farms for sale at this Agency. Come
PLETE FACILITIES OFFERED FOR SELECTING DESIRABLE FARMS IN ALL SKOTIONS OF THE COUNTRY.

418

Series.

Bright Days,cececeeeiescccsenncesncessesl,28
Sunny Skies,eeseeeesiarcsssescereasenssdlBf
Pompeii and Herculaneum,eesseeesseesss1,25
Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
each; on the dollar-and-as-quarter books, 16 cents

each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.

THE REGISTER.

AGENTS
to sell the “NLife of
Peabody,”
illustrated, and pub.

One of the oldest cstablished
the country,
$

Day

|T8
410
15

| sénding them.

CRIDER & BRO., Publishers,

Estate

<

tracts for advertising, and transact any
Moneys thus sent
will be at our risk.
business belonging to the advertising
Otherwise
they
will
be
at the risk of those
department.

21152

lished ata price suited to the times. Now is your
time to make money. B. B, RUSSELL, Publisher,
Boston, Mass.
8t13

Real

,76
olf

To ApverriSERS.
The rates of
Dover, N. H. 3
advertising in the Morning Star will
Remittances of money for our publicabe promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
‘| on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss, tions may be sent either in Drafts on New

To any person who will send us a
IMPORTANT TO OWNERS,
year’s subscription in advance for his
sale of it as soon as possible.
own paper, together with a year’s sub- PURCHASERS .& SELLERS.
he Eugenie is the most Useful article
Houses, Lands, and overy description of
scription in, advance from a new sub- ofRealFarms,
ver invented for your use.
Circulars
Estate.
LADIES;
oe. Mrs, Morgan, P, O. Box, 2438, N.Y,
scriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
JAMES GRAY’S
18413

An experi-

Series.

Making Something, ceceeeecreccrecscssose
Jamie and Jeannie,.eeeesceecccsocsrances
Boy's HeaVellvseecesvecrnsernssnnceeses

a perfect cure in a single day.—~

contains no materials in the glightest degree injurious.
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians,
Thousands, in every part of the country, gratefully

At retail by

4t13

Day

Mrs. Child's Series.

derful power.
Even in the severest cases of Chronic
Neuralgia, affecting the entire system, its use for a

8,

York, Penn.
ANTED.
George

Hackett, cceeseeoecrcaseccsacses1,60

Mattie, coeetereesscesccsccscsesceslib

The ChristChild,ceceacesresssessrecsaeen iB
Good Little Mittie,ceeeesresccsreccensees ,T6

Its Effects aro

to

or of

us direct, by mail.

Hours, fecececescssscccssconcseslbd

Master and Pupil,cecececccscescccccceess1,68
May Bellesecsocescrsrccccessscaccesassssl,50

NERVOUS
DISEASES.

& Wiley,

Photograph

Series.

Luttrellyeceececesecacccssccsssseesl bl

A Rainy Day at Schooljsececccceossccscne
Birth Day Present,cceesccscescsssacccese

13t13
The

CHURCHES

TO

Superintendents.

Prize
Andy

R SAFE,

he Grant Cigar Tipisanovely & a pleasure, samples 30cts
dA. Grant, P, OQ. Box 4300,N Y.

CLERGYMEN.

S.

THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., Prest.

*
E. S. TASKKR, Secretary.
Northwood Centre, Feb, 17, 1870.

will go to

riage Certificate can be had of any Bookseller,

& CO.,

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment.
These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery. .

those who wish to board themselves.
A Send for Catalogue.

Boston; W. F. bhiltips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port:

land; Joseph Balch & Son, Providence.
all drugels A
Price $1.60per b ottle.

80 pages sent free. Adaress

PASTORSOF
S.

March 8,

and restore the failing strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
One package
, . $1.00
+ Postage 6 cents.

& Bird, Carter

person securing a good Agent,

AND

SEMINARY,

JAMES E. ROWELL, Principal.

nature;

;

FOR

& CO.

MRS. J. E. ROWELL, Preceptress.
with competent assistants.

diseas-

Agents—Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., M.

acts like

37 Park Row, New-York, or 148 Eake Street, Chicago.

38 & 40 Cornhill,

fails to produce a complete and

Roxbury, Mass.

Wholsale

WANTED

with Agent’s first order.

Rainy

pain, unable

It truly

Barton, Vt., Propri:

—stating Tenitoly desired—
W. GOODSPEED

few days affords the most astonishing reliefand rérely

movement

cases.

WM.JOSLYN & SONS,

STORE

Assortment
Prices.

D. LOTHROP

(that I have just got through with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, most Nal
A
most

TO

edy equals it for- all such

a simple

And Religious Publications,

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
This little book has been revised by
the Author; has been clothed in an entirelr new dress, and presents a very

comely appearance. It should be in
every Baptist family. Let every pas-

tor and church-member have a copy of

this newly revised and

useful book.—

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts: ; in paper
covers, 15 cts.

Postage extra ; on the

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

.

tence; and has won for itself the high esteem in which
itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and
lungs.
It possesses special virtue in the cure of se:
vere colds, so common at this season.
No other rem:

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES

SCIATICA,

yourselfin bed, and every

baffles the aid of

etors.

CERTAIN

your heart like a knife ; now tell me if a relief and a
cure of any of these diseasesin a few days
is not the
Greatest Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
DIRECTIONS TO USE:
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys,
Manufactured by
DONALD KENNEDY,

THE

skill.

Hoboken, N.J.

FREE BAPTIST BOOK
"IN BOSTON.

When you have the

turn

OF

GEO. C. Goodwin & CO.,and BURR & PERRY,
Boston, General Agents.
Sold by all druggists.
3m9

Publishers, New York.

4t11

of madness:

When you have the
LUMBAGO,
Lying and withering in agonv and

DISEASES
LUNGS.

WEEKS’ MAGIC COMPOUND has baen submitted
to the severest tests in the twelve
years of its exis.

: toniity,

OAKLEY, MASON & CO.,
4t11

every nerve in your being 18 like the sting of a

es that can afflict our poor human

ALL
AND

magic, as thousands in Vermont and New Hampshire

AND

the

8t10

timely use of some proper and safe remedy might relieveand cure, when allowed to continue, resultin obhuman

Magical.

and mind-weakening of all

Free

Boston.

SPEEDY REMEDY FOR
CrouP, WHOOPING
- COUGH,

stinate disease of the lungs, which

the Art of Dyeing, Antidotes for Pgjson, Cookery for

the Sick, Family

wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around. your heart, and driving you to the very verge

spirit-breaking

i64 Tremont Street,

& BLAKESLERE, Agents,

HOARSENESS, AND
THROAT

Bread, Cakes, Pastry, Puddings,Custards, Preserves,
Essences, Butter, Cheese and Soaps, Canning Fruit,

the

STREET,

Written by an old operator. The fastest selling, most attractive and fascinating book out. Profusely illustrated.
Immense sales. Includes experience of the author and
all that is great, powerful, splendid, mysterious, interesting, wicked, amazing, wretched, ete., in the focus of speculation,—No competition.
Extra inducements 2 agents,
Prospectus free. Send for circulars, to WORTHINGTON,
DUSTIN & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
213

A

When

SOCIETY,

WARREN

AID.

Containing receipts for Cooking all kinds of Meats,
Fowl, Fish, and making
Gravies, Soups, Sauces,

18,62
1,40
13,02
29
288
,17
1,7
1.20
12,00
,38
348
29

NEURALGIA.

Guano, and the latter highly ammoni-

P. 0. Box, 5883.

TROWBRIDGE.

RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even furn yourselfin bed, or sitting
in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the morning
morte oi i
and at night wishing it was

have

Books.

Assortment Large—Prices Low—Catalogues
AM. TRACT

Ld

en you

niated animal matie r—making the most concentrated and
profitable fertilizers for all cereal, tobacco and fruit crops.
§¥™ For particulars, send for pamphlet.
For sale in bags in quantities to sult Duishases, by

RHEUMATIC
DISSOLVENT.

School

A SAFE AND
CougHs, CoLps,

EADER, you may consider this a sort of spread
Rua
heading, but I mean every word of it. I
have been there.
When your system is racked with

Gl uanos.
ditto,
CARODLING
PHOSPHATE.
FISHGUANO and Ground LAND PLASTER.
The use of the above Soluble Phospho-Peruvian and Ammoniated Soluble Pacific Guanos, is particularly recommended, being compounds of the richest Phosphatic Guanos, rendered soluble ; the former containing
a large per-

LAURA

Age!

KENNEDY'S
NEURALGIA

Sundav

Publisher, New

A neglected cold and consequent cough, which the

12,25
',03

BLESSING

at avery small cost

BOOK

HOUSEKEEPER’S

1,6

Thottns vpn Taongas, fe 8% 13

interest.

AND,

Itis

AND

1,20
11,88

3,26
,20
2,40
,04
48
03
28
20
2,40
,08
,60
,04

and cold.

COOK

Total.

96
,—

15,36
1,20
11,62
25
240
,16
1,44
1,00
9,60
,30
2,88
,26

EXCELSIOR

seme.

1,98
,08

keep out damp

«180 used on the inside,not saturated, instead
of Plastering, and makes a warm and cheap
wall. It costs only from $8 to $30 (according to Size) to cover houses on. the outside,
2 Samp! es and descriptive circulars sent
%
LJ
2
«free.
Address, ROCK RIVER PAPER CO., Chicago,
Or B. E. HALE, 22 & 24 Frankfort Street, N. Y,
13t11
Agent for the Eastern States.

1. A good religious paper makes Christians more intelligent.
=
°
2. It makes them more useful.
3. It secures better pay for the pastor.
4. It secures. better teachers
for the
Sunday-gchool.
.
- 5. It secures better attendance at the
prayer meeting.
6. It leads to a better understanding of
0)
upon
Tho
e,
K
+2
the Scriptures.
ne
po
3
dozen, 2,10
56
2,66
The
Book
of
Worship,
1,00
,2
120
in
the
spread
of
7. It increases interest
the Gospel.
Story ofof Jesus,
Jesus (Ques. . Book .)single,
yeingte, rs bot at¥
8. It helps to settle many difficulties.
pA
do
.
dozed, 1,44
2M
1,72
9. It gives unity of faith and practice in Lessons for every Sunday in
the
Year,
Hi
fey
Rook)
single,
,20
04
24
the denomination.
de
do
do
dozen,
2,00
44
241
10. It exposes error.
J Appeal to Conscience,
single,
,4
04
,18
do
do
do
dozen, 1,35
,20
1,5
11. Jt places weaponsin the hands of all Cemmunionist,
single,
,08
,8
,10
to defend the truth.
do
dozen,
,77
20
97
single,
,75
,13
87
12. It affords a channel of ;communica- Choralist,
do
dozen,
1,20
144
8,64
tion between brethren.
Minutes of General Confer.
13. It gives the news from the Churches.
ence,
. gingle,
,7
20
9
14. It brings out the talent of the denomA@~ There is no discount on the Minutes by the
dozen.
ination and makes it useful ona wider
A
Jo
QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscre.
scale.
Ssusiug nervous debility, premature decay.
15. It'throws light upon obscure ques- &c., tion,
having tried in vain every advertized remody,
tions of practical interest.
has discovereda’ simple means of self-cure, which
16. It gives light-on obscure passages he will send freeto h 8 fellow sufferers on recei $l
a stampto pay postage.
Address J. H, RE.
of the Bible.
¢
.
78 Nassau St., New
ork,
Cy
17. It cultivates a taste for reading.
18. It makes the children more intelligent.
THE GREATEST
19. It makes bgfber parents.
MEDICAL
20. It makes bétter children.
21. It awakens interest for the salvation
of souls.
22. It gives general religious news.
23. It gives the more important current

ion, or open Communion?

be, and are, faithful teachers. It is because
the clergy, in their reading and thinking
and in their associations
h each other,

and floors, to

cents for each copy to pre-pay postage.

Prics. Postage

Paper.

This is a hard, compact paper, like an ordinary book cover, and is saturated with tar
and used on the outside of frame buildings, :
under the claphoarde: also under shingles

i

~ Upon application, they will be sent
to any address on the receipt of four
Prices of Freewill Baptist

ure, Farmers’

etory In eves

:

Single ana by the dozen ; also Postage on the

containing a list

CHAS,A. DANA, Ep1TOR.
best New York me

Descriptive Catalogue of varieties mailed free to all
applicants.
AN AGENT WANTED IN EVERY TOWN,
4t10

uilding

are now out of press.

do
do
dozen,
History,
single,
0
dozen,
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
TE
a
0
do
dozen,
do
do Paper Covers, single,
' do
do
dozen,
Life of Marks,
‘single,
do
0
dozen,
Church Member’s Book,
gingle,
do
do
do
dozen,
Treatise,
single,

Kennedy's volume,—*Close Commun-

but who intend to

JAMES
SHEPPARD,
: 20 FULTON ST., NEW
@ YORK.
:

Reports.

-do
do
Butler's Theolegy,

are not

away;

FOR SALE BY

The Reports of the Freewill Baptist
Benevolent Societies for the year 1869

. do
do

The Religious Paper.

“What is truth P” are used, not to teach the
lain lessons which may be thence derived,
ut to form figure-heads for abstract disquisitions.
Others provide high cribs, however, who
thus led

The

» do

GUANO.

various blessings he had bestowed—for the
Sabbath, for the means of grace and other
things, “and,” said he, ‘‘we thank thee
that to-day we have been fed out of a low
crib.”

What

half audible,

did it—¢* Now squirm, old natur'!”

Trask.

arading his
gifts, and preaching in a
figh flown style. On this oceasion, however, the sermon was ranches by a white
minister, who delivered
a plain, unaffected
discourse, wisely adapted to the people
who were addressed.
After the sermon the members of the
congregation were asked to take part in
exhortation and prayer. There then rose
up to pray, a simple, earnest old negro,
who

was

CATALOGUE,

of many novelties, besides.all the standard vegetables of the garden, (over 100 of which are ji
own
{owing). with a. choice list of Flower
Ao d will
forwarded gratis to all. I warrant my seed shall
prove as represented. I warrant it shall reach eack
purchaser.
I warrant all nioney forwarded shail
each me. Bend for a catalogue.
"
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
6t9
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Garden and Flower Seeds.

Treatise.

\

—@eo.

admirable are the arrangements of

and whence they radiate outward upon society. Youth is exuberant with joy and
hope, the earth looks fair, fot 'it sparkles
with May-dews wet, and no shadow hath
fallen upon it. We are all here, and we
could live here forever. The home-center

which

All -this it farnishes

Providence by which he gradually removes
«A Low Crib.”
the home-center from this world to the othRa
tte
er, and so draws our affections toward the
heavenly abodes! We start in life an unA friend, from whom we have the jncibroken company;
brothers and sisters, dent, was once traveling in a Sduthern
friends and lovers, neighbors and comrades 4 state and happened, on a Sunday, to attend
are with us; there is circle within circle, worship in a colored church. The pastor
and each one of us is at the charmed center where the heart's affections are aglow,

soliloquy,

in his deafness he did not know
he was heard. In the agony of the
moment, he took his pocket-book and
it in the box, saying to himself as he

news of general

“The first, once past, leads on to more,
And

this

though
that
final
laid

Y ANNUAL

schools.

FRESH AND GENUINE

2644

came down from fifty to tweity, to ten, to
five, to zero. He concluded that he would
The New Treatise, just revised by order
not give suyiting:
% Yet,” said he, “this of the General Conference, can now be had
won't do— am in a bad fix. My hopes of |
heaven may be in this question. This cov- on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
etousness will be my ruin.” The boxes Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
were getting nearer and nearer. The crisis wasupon him. What should he do? 2 cents each for two or more copies. Or
The box was now under his chin—all the ders are solicited.
congregation were looking. He had been
holding his pocket-book in his hand during

al-

are

ty. Sold by Druggists. Applied at 18 Bond St., N.

Choice Garden and Flower Seeds.

DISCOUNT

L.

REMEMBER
L.
HARMON

still supplies Musical Instruments

greatly to

the ad

vantage of purchasers.
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for §5 per quarter,and rents pay for it.
Address REV. L. L. HARMON, Port:meuth, N. H.

Residence, 14 School Street.

ts

THE QUARTERLY.
The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no
published,
GoD

longer to
v

WANTED for “HAND OF
AGENTS
GrandBy Rev. Hollis Reed.
IN HISTORY.”

est Subscription Book of Modern Times. Ministers
and Students will find this book well worthy of their
attention, as every Family ought to have it. Also;
NEW CIRCULAR INTEREST
TABLE, se arranged as give the annual interest of any amount from
one day to seven Jers from six to ten percent. A
child could readily understand it. For terms and

territory, apply im

to

:

D. L, GU NSEY, Bookseller,
New Works soon to be issued.
Concord, N. hn.

CBM

Trey

TNA IMPROVED ©
SEWING

Ea
ee

I knew a young clergyman, whose oratory obtained for him the admiration of many
intluential persons, among whom was a

to Sunday

.
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piss

A LIBERAL

.

AR es
A SN

ir

ces we make

.

5 ius
uh SSG Sha lf

instinot,—one which belongs to the spiritual
nature~which
death, therefore, can not
quench, but which it rather sets free for a

a Drunkard.

8

It is perfect'y harmless—reliable—instantaneoys.—
Avoid the vaunted and delusiye preparations boast.
ing virtues theydo not possess, if yon would escape
the danger. The genpine W. A. Batchelor's Hair
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integri-

ar

Made

4 fhe? Descend into your heart, and you
will find there a deep and unquenchable

rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death

oC 1

reat mob of saints, hoarse with hallelu-

BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit-

a

merged in that vast multitude. Remember that all the past generations outnumber wase was unanimous, with the single exthe thousand millions that are now upon ception of one in the negative in one case.
the earth. What would you bein such a

bi

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER FAOQOES.
ers, we offer our own prize books which |
. Address orders to
are not excelled by any other books
JOHN EK. ROGERS, Agent,
of their class. In another column, see
85 Water Street, Boston.
4a The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,
list, and retail prices. From these pri-

Onna
BO i 4 or a
EC
a

there was

In addition to the publications of oth-.

ue

that, while

New England.

.

;
MACHINES

TRAE

remarkable

in

METAL,

Andits laxge varieties of
BOOK AND JOB TYPE,

a

was

* HARD AND TOUGH

a

It

often a Pretty sharp debate on a question,
in the
final settlement the vote in every

bought elsewhere

True Cape Cod Cranberry,
for upland or lowland culture, $1.00
per 100, prepaid, with directions,
Priced

He

© ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITg

schools at as low rates as they can be

Catalogue to any address, gratis; also trade list.—
Seeds on Commission,
B: M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Watching, Plymouth, Mass, Established in 1842,

;

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY:

We will furnish Libraries to Sutiday

Also

new potatoes,
&e.,

Prepaid by mail. 4 1hs. arly Rose
otato, prepaid,
or $1.00. Congver’s Colossal Asparagus, $3 per 100;
$25 per 1000, prepaid,
New hardy fragrant ever
blooming Japan
Honeysuckle,
50 cts. each, prepaid,

Y.

:

Prices,

a, Ate

are to be gathered into one assemblage for
Dnecsipy worship, and that you are to be

heathen woman, and not converted. But
even this did not seem entirely satisfactory.

the

Wholesale

ES why
ns sul A
aan

that all the departed saints

25 Sorts of either for $1.00; prepaid by mail.
Small Fruits, Plants, Bulbs,

At

aman

from your thought at the begin-

the idea

began to ooze out,

or: Culture, prepaid by mail.
The most
complete and judicious assortment in the
country. Agents wanted.

ea

Dismiss
‘ning

To this it was answered that she wasa along, his charity

way.

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,

Shrub and Evergrece

.

Are of different Sizes—Strong, Hugh Shecded Rasy
Jie of al kinds
to operate, adapted to the Succ
leather; Simple
of thread onevery kind of goods or
le to wear is
in construction; and as every part
unequalled
is
durability
consequent
its
table,
to be the
‘an Uby the best Judges are acknowl
H, 8. WILextant.
Machines
Sowing
tical
most
TEMPLE
24
TIAMS General Agent for New England,
1269
PLACE, ‘Boston,

a

us along the climbing

of Heaven.

6, 1870.
dor
Seeds, with directions SABBATH
CHOOL LIBRARIES, Fret LotterOOMMFouENndrOEDy INin 181No7,w England.

a

Let it be remembered by them that
er hens’ eggs or ducks’ eggs.
Christ's flock are mostly “little ones.”
When another name was offered, it was- Their necks are shoit. They can not reach
“You will always find that one’s notions objected that he had serious faults; where- high, and food placed in toa Icfiy acrib is
of heaven correspond to his own spiritual upon Sing Ching sprang to his feet and no better than nove at all. They may
state. They are his idea of the supreme said the brother who made this objection then starve, though the food be provided,
good.
Examine that, and it will show you had serious faults himself, and if that were
because they can not get anything that
precisely your spiritual position—just as to be brought against him that he had faults will nourish them.
Gs
Enid
the traveler knows his latitude by looking they might all give up.
Fi
Remember, then, the lesson of this negro
Another man was : offered; but it was uttered in his Spirit-taught eloquence, and
at the ‘north star and noting its distance
objected that he had. sold his wife. It was gpeak to your Books 0 that they may, each
above the horizon.
What would you have,
if your most ardent desires were gratified,
replied that she was guilty of adultery, Lord's day, thank God that they have been
and your loftiest ideals were actualized ? and therefre ber husbind had sold her. ‘fed out of a low crib.”
a4
' Suppose you stood at the fabled wishing- In China all men buy their wives of their
gate, what is. the petition you would send parents; and when a woman does anything
‘“ Now Squirm, Old Natur.”
up? What are the suspirations that go up regarded worthy of divorce, that is accomfrom the profound within you? What sort plishedby her husband s¢liing her for
of a os would you make for yourself,§if what she will bring. So it was said by
A stingy Christian ‘was listening to a
you could have everything your own way, one that the Bible: authorized the husband charity sermon.
He was nearly deaf, and
and embody around you your own best im- to put away. his wife for the crime of adul- was accustomed to sit facing the congregas
aginations? Answer these questions hon- tery. This brought Sia Sek Ong to his tion, right under the pulpit, with his ear
estly, and your idea of heaven is defined to feet; and he quickly retorted, * Yes, put trumpet directed upwards, towards the
you, and you will see whether it be carnal her away; but that don’t say he shall sell preacher. The sermon moved him considand selfish, or spiritual aud pure.
her.” It finally turned out that all this erably. At one time he said to himself—
Hence it is important that our idea of happened whilehe was a heathen, before “Il give ten dollars;” again he said,
heaven shall correspondto the reality. It his conversion.
;
“Tl give fifteen.” At the close of this
is our idea of the su remely good apd | To another name offered it was ohjected appeal, he was very much moved, and
fair, always shedding its lusirous beauty that he did not govern his family properly; ought he would give fifty ‘dollars. Now,
on our toilsome road, to cheer and gladden that he had a hot-tempered, scolding wife. the boxes were passed. As they moved
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T. DAY,

The

willful

All communications

ling, that it does

skeptic

complains

designed for publication

"addresstoedthe Publisher.
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is the Fault?

Many of the criticisms and complaints

flung against Christianity and its friends
might well surprise if they were not both
old and common.
They assume many
forms, though animated by a similar spirit.
They come from various

quarters, but they

are seemingly inspired by a uniform hostility.
One of the most

common

that the gospel ~f Christ

complaints is,

bas had eighteen

centuries in which to operate, and yetthe
world is more than half pagan in its beliefs,
human life

Bendigedig

evil-minded,
who have not learned to reverence virtue ; and to the dying, who find no

that

ri
goa

pub

station sneers at obscurity, that the unprincipled tempt and lead those who would be
upright into the way of transgression, and
that the world groans beneath the burdens
that it may neither throw off nor carry without weariness and pain. Aud then we are
asked, if that system of faith deserves to be
trusted which has been so long at work to
redeem the race, and yet finds itself so far
from success. .
The ease looks disagreeable at first view,

rm

and the criticism appears

to

have

re
mong
IS
———
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er ee
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written in

has often

accordance

seemed

with

the

to be

maxim,—

=

- #Say nothing of the dead but good,”—bears
clear and convincing testimony to this.
The wants and woes and wrongs of the first
century were far greater than those of the

——

if5 ||
g

make

it a special

business ; our own sanctifieation would rest
upon our hearts With munch more weight,
if we yearly devoted several days to this
object. The more we strive for these high
attainments, the

them, and has been multiplying her’ trophies all over the fields which their graves

are filling. Before
asked to reject the
shown some better
such by the fierce
the crucial tests of
the only wise thing

we can be properly
gospel, we shouldbe
thing,—proved to be
conflicts of society and
experience. Till then,
is to cling to the only

pame under heaven, given among men,
whereby we must be saved, and still confide in the statement,—proved to be true
ten thousand times,—that Christ has ceme

that men
might

might

have

life, and

that they

have it more abundantly.

more

we

shall

feel

the

good, and not cease to pray, speak, preach,

examine, confess and

resolve,

until every

member is fully alive.

Cogitations.
——
.
|° Broadway! With wonder and amazement
we gaze and reflect upon the scenes here
presented. These
thromgs of men
and
teams, elegant carriages and rustic wagons, hand carts and pedlars’ stands; the
rich attire, and faces of strength and beauty,
offset by rags, and deformity, beggary,
vice and misery! The roar of wheels, the

tramp of feet, the eager looks and rushing

Protracted Meetings.

both

weight and justice. We do seem a long way
from the millennium yet.
Though the
world presents some cheering features, it
eertainly presents others that oppress the
heart and try the faith severely.
But there
are some things that may properly be said
in reply to this criticism.
1. Bad as the world is, its social and moral condition has been much worse than now.

History, which

we

need of them, the more we shall value,
that it tolerates destitution of principle ; the aspire for, and strive to possess them, and
sensualist, that it has not made the spirit- the. lager will be the measures of grace enual nature royal; the devotee of fashion, joyed.™
that it has not given a heart to those whose
Moreover, this is the best possible way to.
faces often beam with smiles and whose lead sinners to Christ. When they see us
lips distil the very honey ‘of speech. The struggling, praying, giving time and labor
self-consistency of these critics neéds no to correct our own faults, to become more
‘showing; and their complaints,—that they holy and Christ-like, their own duty will
are. not saved by the very influences impress them much more deeply than when
which they spend their strength in fighting, we turn® our batteries against them, and
—are not less‘ wicked than is the fruitless have little concern for our own sanctificaand suicidal warfare. They who open the tion. And when we are really consecrated,
heart and. yield the life to the gospel have the Holy Spirit dwells in us, and is a great
neither the need nor the disposition to com- power to draw men to Jesus. Thereis no
plain, for to them it is the power of God argumert, nor appeal, nor exhortation,
unto salvation, eccording td the sacred which goes to the sinners heart, like the
life,the spiritual presence of a Christian full
promise.
6. If the gospel be an outgrowa force, a of the Holy Spirit. Any church which will.
failure, a cheat and a mischief, is it not appoint a protracted meeting for the revival
strange that some one among its many en- of its members, and continue it until they
emies has not proved itto be so, to the sat: are thoroughly quickened, will reap a richiefaction of the world?
And is it not er blessing than by a campaign for the conequally strange thatsome other expedient, version of sinners, however successful ; the
among the multitudes that have been church will gain in spiritual power, and
brought forward, should not have proved more sinners will be converted, and more
effective and, gained the confidence of thoroughly converted, than by any other
mankind? Hosts of them have lived and course. Every church should appoint a
died ; but Christianity has been lef: to bury protracted meeting for its own spiritual

immortal
light streaming in upon
the
We are
shadows that darken the grave.
reminded that the strong boldly oppress the
weak, that cunning abuses confidence,

These are common for the conversion of
sinners ; they are quite as needful for the
revival and spiritual growth of the church.
Teachers of science find it necessary to devote days and weeks to special

move the rust,

sharpen

drill, to re-

thought, brighten

intellect, make the mind ‘fresh and vigorous, and inspire it with

enthusiasm

for

its

work. The Christian needs a similar drill.
Ordinary means of grace are very helpful,
and those who attend them regularly will
grow in religious strength ; but such is the
tendency t> fall into routine, and become
dull,

formal,

lakewarm,

that

we

require
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this struggling, weary,
If, therefore, we find

sinful race of ours.
tin and suffering

still tarrying among us, and letting goof
the human heart with reluctance and diffi-

pL

not

prevented;

excludes the life of God;

dullness

of

soul

and any means

to arouse our spirits ensures the possession

of the Holy Spirit;

and nothing is more

general. ' The personal

power

ence of Christ,

to

the

left,

the - black,

surging

crowd

rolling on, a mighty river of moving forms,
shut in by lofty walls of granite,marble and
iron,—all together furnish an exhibition
which no artist can imitate,

and

which

no

sublime scenery of nature can surpass in
interest and instructiveness.
Here is the world in miniature! What
impulses move these hosts? What motives
inspire

them?

They

are

all

eager,

all

have hope, all seek some fancied good.
The day passes; the tide sets back again

—

—

There are vigor, earnestness and power
in everything here. Trade, crime; generosity, greed; honorable business, frand ;
giving, begging ; wickedness and religion
are done on a metropolitan scale.
The
ministry and churches are not surpassed in
zeal, hard work, self-denial and Spisisuality

and

Mary

Clemmer

shake hands with Senator Revels, and congratulate him on bis speech.
Mr Revels

pres-

authority,

and

and de-

sire to save them, are marked features of

received it with an honest, smiling face,
which was decidedly winning. Then came
Charles Summer,

Senator Drake, and many

their sermons; and there are fervency and
pathos in the presentation of these truths,
and an eager
reaching out for souls.

others. Senator Brownlow sits before Senator Revels. When Mr. Drake stood there,
the three men stirred the most wonderful

Those who expect to find a gilded, heartless,

asgociations..

showy
among

ator of the United States, who

before asked for an obscure seat in the
Senate Gallery in vain. He could not pass
its door, because his skin was a shade darker than that of the doorkeeper, though
his mother was a Scotch woman and his

style of preaching in New York,
the evangelical ministry, will be

disappointed.

They seem to have no time

nor heart for display; earnest work presses

hard upon them
; the t'de of sin and 1uin
rolls in upon the people,

and

these Chris-

There

father a free man.

was

There,

one,

now a

sen-

eight years

quivering

with

palsy in every limb, sat another, who a few
tian heralds are seized with an irrepressi- Seas ago prayed that if’ he died at the
orth bis coffin might be made open at one
ble desire to pluck men from the jaws of
end, so that he could crawl from the Aboliefernal death,
:
tionists. + There was another man shaking
This style of preaching is not favorable hands with the senator of darker face, who
to personal display, and will not win ap- a few years ago presented a bill to the legplause from the worldly minded, but it islature of Missouri that all free men of color in that state should besold into slavery,
honors Christ and save souls. It is fortu- which bill would have included the senator
nate for this vast population that rationalis- with whom he was shaking bands.
These
tic speculations, moral ethics and belleslettres have not usurped the throne, cast a
veil over the cross, and obscured ‘Jesus

Christ and him crucified.” Of course there
are wind bags in New York pulpits; and
there are men who *‘ preach themselves”
more than “Christ Jesus the Lord.” Of
them we do not speak. They are of little account ; scarcely noticed, hardly known. The
leading men, the well-known

and

honored

men, the strong among the hosts of Israel,
belong tothe better type which we have
described. They are men of pcwer and
full of the Holy Ghost.
r

Current Topics.
——Disyissing Pastors.
A correspondent asks certain questions touching the
pastoral relation, and the proper method
of dissolving it. A-case is presented that
seems to us very anomalous and must be
made

miles

his ‘divine

éspedially his great love to sinners

unusual.

confounded,” miles to the right and

SUGGESTIVE.

ra

Be

GLE

Nota
Sn

6 Who complain of cial effort is made’to correct it. We need
‘and church for incom- to havea point made of it, have it made

alleged fechleness in o-

prominent, a leading idea, and work for it.

outside of his own church, each year.

Now

Itisthat of “a minister

pastor of a church for an

time, butis engaged to preach

whois

indefinite

from year to

year.” Thatis"a very strange arrangement.
Such a line of distinction between
the pastor and the preacher
is rarely
drawn,

or sought to be drawn, we suspect.

If a" man is settled for an indefinite time as
pastor,—and that seems to us the proper
arrangement,—he

should

be

engaged

as

preacher for the same period; and then
there would be no room for question respecting
the status of the pastorate when
the relation of the preacher was understood. If in settling a pastor, no definite
arrangement is made for dissolving the re-

lation, a formal resignation of the position
by the pastor and the acceptance of it by
the church or society, are the proper and
usual formalities. If by definite arrangement or general consent, a notice’ from the
pastor of his intention to close his labors
at a given period is made a sufficient for-

mality, then the giving of such notice both

A BoOK FOR CIRCULATION.

The revised

and stereotyped edition of the little volume
on

‘Christian Baptism,”

published

by the

needed

to

but earnest, and

the little treatise

good wherever

it goes. For

will do

terms,

see

advertisement in another column.

sending a special message

to

Congress,

congratulating the country and suggesting
that every practicable thing be done to ob-

literate

all vestiges of our old despotism

which is thus put into its grave. We have
written the word ‘‘eqmality” upon the
choicest of our parchments; it remains for

us to incorporate it into our whole civil life.
The law has doneils part; the gospel must
now work out its best results.
We have
made the negro a citizen ; it remains for us
to deal with him as a man and a brother.
—

———A

New

RecistrY.

Theodore

Tilton

experience.

Brother Earle is mot a very

talented man, but he has gained wonderful
skill in influencing mind, and bringing
sinnersto Jesus. . Bro. Hammond is quite
inferiorto scores and scores of pastors in
talent, but he has given his soul to revival
efforts, and behold his wonderful success!
We want at least thirty-three such men,

one for each Y.

M.\and association ; and we

can get them if we so determine. Will we
try it?- Will we concentrate our energies

Me.,

makes

the

following

viz.: “I will pledge
to the

Freedmen's

Mission,

dollars

if four

others

will pledge one hundred dollars each; the

proposals, and

in

this

Maine

CENTRAL

way

Treasury with some $4000,00

INSTITUTE.—Those

in-

supply

our

or more for
in this time of

All persons who are

willing to make pledges on either of the
above proposals, are requested to send
their names t3 the Treasurer, at Concord,
N.

H., or to

the Cor. Sec'y,

at 30 Vesey

| Street, New York city.
SiLas Curtis,
Concord, N. H. Mar. 25, 1870.

Treas.

Exeter Q. M.

The March session was held with our
lately organized church at Dexter village,
This is an enterprising place, at the
a normal department, for the education of Me.
teachers, shall be established within one terminus of the Dexter and Newport railyear from the date of the grant, and be way. The present population is some 6000
and rapidly -increasing, with excellent
steadily maintained.
This aid was greatly needed, really de- schools and church privileges.
The Free Baptist church organized here,
served, and it comes timely.
Our brethren
by
the advice and under the care of the
in Maine have still a pretty heavy load to
carry; but it is not in their nature or habit Q. M., isdoing well, tinder the devoted

Denominational News and Notes,
Work

in all Ways.

Tho church was organized for work.
Those who would be greatest must serve

all, domore good than others.

‘He

gave

some apostles, and some prophets, and
some evangelists, and some pastors and
teachers.” These were not offices so much
as functions ; not places of dignity, but of
service,—hard,

apostle,

earnest work.

bishop,

evangelist,

elder,

Peter was

prophet,

because he did

pastor,

labors of its pastor, Rev. E.

Manson.

Its

meetings are held in- connection with the
Congregational church, in their house of

worship,and in much Christian love and harmony of effort, both ministers being very
highly esteemed. The Free Baptists here
are in great need of a house of worship,
as well as the churches of other denominations. We bave quite a number of our
faith in the village, and those who really
sympathize with us; also a belt of churches
surrounding the town, some of which may
be gathered and concentrated at thisim-

portant center of business and intelligence.
The church has been planted, and is being gathered, not to weaken or draw from
other good Christian bodies, but to aid the
cause of public morals and meligious life.
Dr. Clough and wife, with other valuable
members wo might name, are earnestly devoted to the work of establishing a true

all classes of church of the Lord Jesus in this place.

The Q. Meeting numbers 19 churches,
work. They had no sharp lines of official
distinction; there wasno ‘‘great gulf fix- all of which were reported as in quitea
ed” between ministers and laymen; every prosperous condition; while some of the °
man and woman did what they could and number were rejoicing Ju okicnsive reviwould do; the endowment of ability was vals and frequent additions to the civfYchtheir commissioh,

converted

souls

the

‘seals of their ministry.”
We want the same activity. Pastors we
must have; evangelists we need just as
much.

In our

early

history,

evangelists

es.

We

had the

pleasure

of meeting

and

listening to inspiring words and able sermons from some dear brethren we were
formerly associated with, who are now
earnest and successful workers in this part
of our moral vineyard; men of courage,
faith and noble sacrifice for God.
As we,

by invitation,

urged the

Home

Mission

cause upon their considerate and Christian
attention; the response was all we could

really ask, under the burden of liberally aiding the Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield.

The ministers pledged to take colleetions in
their several churches,

either

the firat or

second Sabbath in April next, for Home
Missions, The meeting commencing Friday, P. M., became so deeply interesting
‘by

Saturday

evening,

0 hold the meet-

n hall, which
ing onthe Sabbatin the
is large and pleasant, and wis
thoroughly
shall fly hither like a show-storm. Sign at
Scriptures to the consciences and hearts of | onee.
aptists and
And the fay will come when
your pastoral evangelism,—by insisting that filled during the day, the C.
of the people is preferred.
children and children’s children will be each pastor, whohas the health to do it, Universalists, with their ministers, attendOn listening to the leading clergymen of proud of the record.
shall hold at least one protracted meeting! ing'in the P, M. The blessed Lord was
)

.

‘

’

proposition,

one hundred

great need for funds?

commanders.

~——
THE WORD SPOKEN.
We have already expressed
our view of the fifteenth amendment of the Urited States constitution, which was properly ratified some
‘weeks since. But it is both a relief and a
pleasure to get the official proclamation of
the fact, that it has really hecome a part
of the organic law of the land, and to have
the President signalize the great deed by

It does not require men of such overshadowing ability to do it, but they must have

the aid of our mission work

reverse a decision or take a backward step.
His soldiers trusted him implicitly, and
their confidence was never abused; his
country honored him, but felt itself still
more honored in making him the recipient
of trusts and sending him out to represent
its sovereignty. He lacked Sheridan's dash,
and Sherman's magnetism, and Grant's to faint, or withdraw the shoulder, or do
breadth'and determination ; but his loyalty anything else than carry their burden and
was not surpassed by that of any other man lay it down calmly at the goal. They will
in the army, and his great services, as well doubtless deposit this there; but there is
as his high character, gave him a place in both need and opportunity for
the many to
the front rank of our leading patricts and lift instead of the few.
SA

be gained by experience.
The more one
works at it, the greater skillhe will have.

Printing Establishment, is now out of money to be paid as soon as the condition
press and ready for distribution.
of this pledge is complied with, and notice
It bas been quite extensively sold herete- of the same is given.”
fore, but it deserves to find a place in every
Are there not one hundred and three
Baptist family. The argument is plain, the persons in our churches and congregations
style clear and vigorous, the spirit kind who will immediately respondto the above

releases him from further responsibility and
terested will find a long list of donajustifies the church in proceeding at once
tions to this
institution acknowledged
to make arrangements for settling a suc- | in this week’s * issue.
We learn that the
cessor.
=
grant of aid frcm the state is made on the
——
»
*| following conditions :
——GEN. THOMAS. The sudden death of
The sum of $10,000 is appropriated, but
Gen. Geo. H. Thomas has stirred the sur- the principal is to remain in the state
prise and awakened the grief of the nation. ‘treasury, and the interest to be paid semiHe was a model soldier, an unambitious
annually till the year1880; if at that time
and unselfish patriot, a dignified but warm- the Institution shall own $40,000 worth of
hearled friend, and a fine specimen of the
unencumbered property, the principal is to
citizen and the man.
Cool, deliberate, be paid. It is also made a condition that
methodical and wary, he seldom

that their pastors hold the proposed meetings, if pastors will but ask it.
:
This work of conducting revivals is a
trade, and involves a spiritual wisdom to

in this direction? Will we contribute the
money to pay the expenses? About three
hundred dollars to each man will do it.
Well, They will get the rest where they do their
three men were all friends to-day.
work.
Ten thousand dollars a year will
the old earth moves! *
keep thirty-three evangelists in the field.
—=A RusH. No one can conceive, without Their inflaence will set a thousand pastors
ii
actual sight, the tremendous rush of human- at work for revivals.
ity to every means of conveyance, from six
Are we too hopeful?
Is it beyond our
to seven o'clock in the evening, to reach reachto have at least a thousand protractthe upper parts of the city of New York. ed meetings held by our workers every
Every sitting and standing and hanging-on year? Itcan be done. And if but ten
place is occupied; and though extra cars souls, on an average, are converted at each
and carriages by the hundred are supplied meeting, that will make ten thousand a year.
at that hour, there is not room for the Such action will discipline our ministers
throngs who with to ride. The elevated and give them great power to win souls;
rail is pot yet complete; the pneumatic it will bring young men into the ministry ;
tube under Broadwayis not available ;the un- it will enliven the churches and set hosts of
derground railroad is not built; and people laymen at work for souls ; and year by year
are anxiously inquiring, what can be done we shall increase our forces and increase
to transport the people from one end of the the harvest. Let the hosts of the Lord precity to the other. The answer can not be pare for battle ; the Master callsus:
‘Why
delayed much longer.
stand ye here all the day idle ?” ‘Say not
there are four months, and then cometh the
——A SURPRISE, The law-makers at Al- harvest.”
bany have given birth to another charter
for New York city, and they rush it through
Important Proposals,
at double quick time. We are surprised at
its sudden advent, and still more surprised
A brother in New England proposes to
that it is so good. From a hasty reading,
give
the interest of $500,00 per year to our
it really seems to be well adapted to the
Home
Mission Society,—provided
that
wants cf the city, and if honestly administered, will ensure us an efficient gov- ninety-nine other persons will agree within
ernment, decrease taxation, and promote the pregent year to do the same.
Bro. 1. H. Hedge, of Waukon, Allemagood order. There is hope for New York.
kee county, Iowa, formerly of Limerick,

puts the following at the head of the lead- were our only ministry. That was an error.
eulty,it is only what the gospel itself has cffectual than continuous meetings, where
ing editorial column in the Independent. Now we haye gone to the other extreme;
expect.
us
bidden
heart acts on heart, thought quickens
It will explain itself:
pastors are sought, evangelists are almost
4. Itis no part of the office or design of thought, and feeling imparts feeling.
We ought to revive the latter,
I am commissioned to procure the name unknown.
the gospel to coerce men into sympathy,
One great fault in the churches is neglect by those in any other city in the world. and address of every person in the United and fill the land with their active labor.
submission, faith and a higher life, against of vigorous efforts to become wholly conStates who takes a friendly interest in _ Many are feeling this; the call comes
their will. Christianity respects the free- formed to Christ. Once converted, we feel The ministry are emphatically evangelical, Woman's 'Eofranchisement. In order, to frdbm all quarters for more work in this cadom of the human soul; and, however ur- safe, rest content, hold on to hope,look for- practical and spiritual in their preaching. compile this roll of honor, hereby request pacity ; the wrong notjon that we must
There is less attempt at eloquence, rhetori- every such person, immediately on reading
gent it may be to win men to faith and
ward to heaven as the grand school of holy cal tropes and flourishes, and less preten- this announcement, without waiting long confine our efforts to routine pastoral laduty and redemption, it only offers ta them culture ; expect
to live along in this life, sionto learning, philosophical speculations enoughto forget or neglectit, to take pen bor is giving way. The success of evanjts teaching and its grace, and lifts to a feeblein faith
and love, often over come and dogmatic acumen, than prevails in and and ink, write the name and address legi- gelioal efforts in western New York and
bly, and forward the same to me by mail,
traer life only those who freely accept and by sin, mere babes in Christ, barely Chris- around Boston,
Indeed, the general arVermont, assures us that a great' work may
:
48 |
It never
be-done in every quarter.
7 PRT
sed to | tians, limping, halting, stumbling along the {dor of the New England ministry for met- postage paid.
Phe
purpose of this ‘registration is to]
save by coercing the soul, but simply journey home. ‘This is all wrong; it is a aphysical discussion in the ‘pulpitis not know to whom to send important docu- Three things we ought to provide for at
thrduga
its inspiration of the willing and
; but, on the contrary, a very ments. - Friends of the cause are urged to once :—funds to, aid in sending evangelists
and shame to have it so. One reason .| apparent here
!
hod
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so
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plain, practical and direct application of the Tospond 80 simultaneously that their letters into the field, men to go into the field, and

~
#

when

and the confidence

to the rescue, the shout
yell of teamsters, the

of hucksters and
‘confusion worse

—VERY

Ames thus pictures the scene in the Senate can we accomplish all this, if we will? We
with which the Scriptures are quoted as a Chamber at the close of the maiden speech have the money, if we will give it; we
finality on matters of faith and duty.
Ra- of Hon. H. R. Revels, the colored member have the men, and they can be got into
:
.
tionalistic speculations are not common; from Mississippi:
the field if we call them and will back them
Scripture collations and expositions are
Senator Cameron was the firstto go and up with funds; the churches will consent

earnestness of discourse

haste ; the fallen horse, the jam, policemen

whence it came ; the battle is fought, the
nineteenth. Rights have won a new re- special occasions and means to arouse the results borne to secluded homes. What is
feelings
and
give
vigor
to
thought.
Those
spect, the poor get a much larger measure
the fruitage ot theday? Who began with
who are most faithful and keep up a steady
of justice and pity, woman has been elevagrowth, are greatly benefited by such spe- worthy aims? Who return with peaceful
ted, the masses of the people are rising to
numerous
the failures!
cial exercises, which give them new life, hearts? How
recognition and influence, knowledge is
How
numerous
the
hearts
of
sorrow and
quicken their relish for spiritual things, and
more generally diffused, crimes that hardly
bring new strength, to think, act and en- dissatisfaction! The whole scene is mixed ;
met a rebuke are now driven out from the
motives, schemes, principles are as varied
joy.
.
\
sight of men, and the sense of responsibilas
character and as diverse in results.
But the great mass of Christians do not
ity to men and to God is far stronger than it
maintain a lively experience ; they sink un- But the return tide is no less suggestive,
was. And this progress has been made der the pressure of worldly care; they are though less eager, hopeful and enthusiaschiefly where the gospel has most freely
chilled by the social atmosphere, or per- tic than the morning march. There are
operated, and it was never before so rapid
verted by the rush and roar of worldly sad faces in the throng, forms bent with
as to-day.
.
: greed and ambition around them. What
weary toil, features flushed with dissipation,
2. The very keenness of eye that enables shall be done for them? Must they be left eyes fiery with excitement, yet not a few
men to discern the evils.that exist, and the to live *¢ at ‘this poor dying rate ?” The walk erect, with content in the eye and
strength of the moral protest that is raised ordinary means of grace. are not sufficient peace on the face. ‘And thus the day closes
as it began. All day long the same mass
‘against them, owe themselves largely to to break&he fatters which hold them, and
of life, the same rush and roar, yet not the
the education which Christianity has been they are likelyto wax worse and worse,
.
giving to the people. The gospel has set until all love is extinct. Frequent spiritual same, but changing ever.
A few hours elapse, and Broadway is a
up a higher ideal, it has roused the moral ¢¢ drills,” Christian *¢ institutes,” when sevsolitude.” Here and there a single footman,
natare, it has added to the sensibility of eral days are devot2d toreligious meetings,
the heart; so that what was once quite tol- self-examinations, instructions and exercis- ‘an occasional carriage, and silence and
erable is now an offense and a shame in es; when the brotherhood.*¢ speak often shadows and gleaming lamps make up the
the eye of men. In other words, it is the one to another,” review their trials, hopes scene. Great and solemn is the change.
influence of the gospel that has enabled us and fears, and stir up desires *‘ for a closer Ard this is life; this is the Broadway of
the peoples; they rush through it fora day,
to see the evils of the world, and made us walk with God% when they pray one for
to feel them as a grief and a burden; and another, and the preacher presses the truth and then all is silent. We seek them and
this is the first effective step in the process upon the conscience, and repeats it until they can not be found; we call them but
of remdVal.
its power is felt and the great sin of luke- no voice returns an answer. A great city
a
The-gospel never ignores the strength warmness is deeply realized, and strong at night is the most impressive of all solide
of the evil influences which it seeks to desires for a higher spiritual life are be- tudes. The deep forests, where human feet
have never trod, is nothing compared to
gotten, —the intellect, the conscience and
master, nor prophesies an immediate and
complete cure of the sinful and suffering feelings need these inspiring helps. They it. Walk these forsaken streets; meditate
race. It is Christianity alone that puts the have become paralyzed by worldliness, upon the vanity, the success and failures
proper emphasis upon the sinfyl teaden- dull, insensible ; have lost warmth and an- of life ; question your own heart upon the
eies of the human soul. Its view of hu- imation, and will not be revived unless the value of its love for the visible and materiman depravity isnot a surface view,but one tide of departure from God is met by al, and you will find lessons of deep and
that is radical and peculiar. Its method of another tide, bearing them back to Him. serious significance penetrating your soul
gure is one that indicates the terribleness
It isthe duty of the churches to provide and impressing you with unusual force,
of the disease. Its doctrine cf sin is posi- ‘themselves with this counter-force, to use And as you reflect upon the worldly side
tive and decided, and the scheme of re- it. All the members should feel bound to of life you will be moved to tears, because
_ @emption which it brings forward exhibits use it thoroughly, until the snares of sin of the follies and failures which compose so
a portion of the world’s experience.
the mighty difficulties that must be Mmas- and dullness are wholly broken’ and re- large
But when you turn to the spiritual, yom
‘tered before the kingdom of God,—which
moved.
1s
will thank God that the umseen is eternal,
is righteousness, and peace and joy inxthe
Christianity is spiritual and divine. All
Holy Ghost,—has gained a supremacy in our strength comes from God; but it is and that, through Christ Jesus, we shall
all lands and filled human life with majesty. wrong and hurtful to take such views of the inherit a city built of God; a city where
Through centuries of strife and commo- supernatural features of religion, as to de- life and glory will never be invaded by
tion
; through self-denials which constitute spise reason, natural law, common sense the failures and sorrows of earth.
Such are the lessons of Broadway. From
the soul of heroism, and toils that wear out and the legitimate means of becoming rethe energy of the toughest wills, and mar- ceptive'of grace. For God's grace is given this battle-field many have gone and are
going to glory ; through this avenue many
syrdoms that fill the most silent dungeons
to those who are in a condition to receive
march to perdition.
with music ‘and light up the darkest lands
it, who have receptive hearts; who are
with consuming flames,—through such avawake and lively. When Wé “hunger” we |
enues as these alone does the gospel assure
are * filled ;” when our souls ‘Pant after
Preachers in New York.
us that redemption shall come at length to God heis found of us. The light enters
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The St. Joseph Valley is in the S. W.
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bought them, anu are doing all the printing for the house

which employs them, thereby materially adding to their
salaries, Traders and Manufacturers are finding them
great ald to their business. Principals ofSchools are findng them very useful assistants; and boys are finding thera
a never-failing source of instruction, pleasure and profit.
Most lads ot fourteen, with one of these presses and a few
dollars’ worth of material, are
perfectly Sapable of doing
all the printing for their father’s business.and will be thereby gaining
instruction,
PRICES OF PRESSES, $15, $30,
ah! $50. Send for full descriptive illustrated circular,
with testimonials from all parts of the country, and spec{mens of plain and color printing done on the press, and
specimen sheets of ines, cuts,
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DERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.,
dealer in every description of printing materials.; or to
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rapid development of a new and productive country
in Minnesota and the Northwest, must fureish a large
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uncertain during the Summer, from low water, this
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patent process, this wonderful plant yields a larger
quantity of pure, palatable aliment in proportion to

I came here Dec. 12,
NorTHFIELD, VT.
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here, at that time; since then a church has
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the magnificent State of

Superior to all similar books of the kind. Containing very atta tive Exercises. and several hundred
popular Songs. Sparkling
Mueic! Alive with the
spirit
times,
to all occasions.
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of price.
paid on receipt
post adapted
cents.of theSent
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THE WORST PILES CURED.
1 wish to
spread abroad the great benefit I have derived from
the use of DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZ.
ENGES, Ihave suffered years from the worst Piles.
1 USED EVERYTHING TO NO PURPOSE, until I found
the Lozenges; in less than a month I was cured, and
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enl build up the system to a héalthy ecndition,
This has been tested by Prof, Trosseau, in two
thousand cases, in the Hospitals of Paris, in
which it cured nearly every case; and in this
ccuntry Physicians are daily ordering and comraending it to their Patients. It has made somo
astonishing cures.
Ono Bottle will prove its
cacy. Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
$3.00. Sent by Express to any address.
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addition to furnishing his larder with food
for his temporal wants, they have entered
faithfully into the proper%vork of a Christian church, and an increase of interest is its extraordinary cheapness, taking the place of all
already manifest. Two young men have the gelatinous articles of food manufactured from
maize and grain. The raw material of this nutritious
placed themselves firmly on the Lord’s side, and fattening agent is the free gift of nature; a maand the church is reaching for still richer rine moss growing in prodigious quantities on the
Irish Coast, and known as Carrageen,
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Canaan, N, H. After patiently waiting
and watching unto prayer, the Lord has
heard us and is pouring out his spirit abun«dantly. Frequent conversions are occurN. JONES.
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Harriet L. Cummings of Boston, Mass. Mr. Wallace
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sion with the church at Lincoln.
It was well
attended, rnd much important business was
transacted.
Most of the churches reported more
or less revival interést, and measures were taken
to organize two new churches within the limits
of the Q. M.
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First Sangerville church, March 18—20.
But
few churches were represented, yet the meetings
weregood.
Next session with the Sangerville church, June 17, at Jackman’s Corner.
Clerks of churches remember statistics for the
Register.
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.
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ALBANY, OH10. We commenced a meeting with the Bedford church in Meigs Co.,
Ohio, March 5, which continued one week,
and resulted in five conversions and baptisms. Several were reclaimed, and one
who had been backslidden for thirty-seven
years returned to the fold of Christ. Rev.
H. Tanner and C. V. Bellows rendered
+ effective aid during the meeting.
TroMAs E. PEDEN.
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work seems to be moving forward with
unabated vigor. All professors are united
. in the work of advancing the redeemer’s
kingdom, to whom be all the Glory.
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Potlry,
Praying

|

Always.

Nd

A
—
Soul of our souls, only by Thee

®

The way we see

Through earth’s entangling mystery;

Filled with Thy light,

‘We hate the damning evil, love the light:
Wake with Thee, there is in us no night.

correct.”

unto life. O Lord, forgive my unbelief!
Forbid that I, or others, should hinder the
little ‘ones from’ coming unto thee in the
days of their tender youth. Yes, ¢* Let the
children come !” for of such is-the kingdom

looking in vain for it on the table.
« 0, it's somewhere up stairs,” said Edwin.
“I remember very well what it

of heaven.
Robby’s artless igi,
of gratitude to my eyes.

‘Were ours the wish, as vainas strange,

Thy will to change,
Or Thy least purpose disarrange,—
This were not prayer,
But only a rebellious heart laid bare,
Insanely choosing curses for its share.

9 brought tears
In this young

heart, by the blessing of God,

I have

been

permitted to sow incorruptible seed. ‘Let
all who read this, pray that he may never

make shipwreck of the faith.

Thou present God! to Thee we speak, -

I am resolved to work, and to pray,
more faithfully and more earnestly than
ever before, for the speedy conversion of
the other twenty immortal souls that have
been given me to teach.
3
Fes. 11TH. Robby is much better to-.
day.

Weary and weak,

Thy strength divine we struggling seek;
Thou wilt attend
To every faintest sigh we upward send;
Thou talkest with our thoughts, as friend
friend.

with

The battle of our life is won,
And heaven begun,
When we can say, * Thy will be done!”
But, Lord, until
?
These restless hearts in Thy deep love are still,
‘We pray thee, ‘‘ Teach us how todo Thy will!”
us light!

My Father Made Them All,
|

They hide within,

They lurk without, the subtle hordes of sin:
By mortal might, shall no man victory win.

I have a fiiend who has educated his
eyes. He sees many things which others
don't see; and mark you, he sees more

and in everything, than most people. When

riding, if there if

pdsome tree in sight,

| or a bright flswer by the way-side,

he not

The prayer of faith availeth much:
only sees it, but enjoys it.
Thou hearest such;
My friend travels sometimes, and
Thy hand we in the darkness touch.
|
ways
carries his eyes with him, and
0, not apart
Stayest Thou on some high throne, all-loving { memory brings home a picture of

Heart!
Helper in times of need, we know Thou art.
Nor nursing each our own distress,
To Thee we press;
Prayer’s overflowing drowns selfishness:
Soul within soul,
One voice to Thee our linked petitions roll;

Healer of the world’s hurt, oh, make us whole!
And when arise serener days,

‘Whose air1s raise,
The song of thankfulness we raise
On high shall be,
Not that to some vast All we bend the knee,
But that each soul has one sure friend in Thee.
Soul of our souls, with boundless cheer
Forever near,
Our being’s breath ard atmosvhere,—
The world seems bleak
Only when shelter in drear self we seek:
The joy of life is, man to Thee may speak.
— Hours at Home «

Trip Lightly.

Why sigh oer blossoms dead?
‘Why not seek joy, instead?

vy
EET
Foe Pgs

>

-

”

Trip lightly over sorrow ;
Though all the day be dark,
The sun may shine to-morrow,
And gaily sing the lark;
Fair hopes have not departed,
Though roses may have fled ;
Then never be down-hearted,
-But look for joy instead.

LE
—-———— wy
ew
Ee
a denna ha’
SU

the

jewels

were

with all macner of out-of-door

plants,

and

a long green-nouse for suck
owers as
wood not ive out of doors. There were
graperies, and glass houses for pefiches, and
nectarines, and all manner

of

fruits,

even

to pine-apples.
Never had my friend seen so many and
so beautiful things gathered together.
As
he walked over the grounds,—for the nobleman was gone, and none but servants
lived in the grand house,—he saw some
most beautiful bridges and paths, and wai terfalls, making many most delightful views,

.

a

view

did

he

see,

every minute.”

“ Would you oblige me by bringing it?”
said his brother, who perceived that as long
as Edwin merely drew from memory. he
would not see the faultsin his sketch.

Edwin went up stairs rather unwillingly,
and soon brought down a beautiful study;
a face most perfect in form and expression.
Henry silently put the. {wo pictures together. Edwin gazed with bitter disappointment on his

own copy,

which

but

a

few moments before he had thought so
good. Not a feature was really correct; the
whole looked crooked and cramped ;even his
partial eye could not but see a thousand
faults in bis sketch.
3
¢¢ I shall never get it right!” Edwin ex-:

ing up the unfortunate drawing, "he would

have torn it assunder had he ngibeen prevented by his brother.

¢“ My dear Edwin, you have doubly erred; first, in being too easily satisfied, and
then in being too easily discouraged.”
¢¢ I'shall never make it like that beautiful
face !” cried the disheartened boy.
“You need patience, you need help, you
need, above all, cften to look at your copy.
A perfect resemblance you never may have,
but you may succeed in getting one which
will do credit both
ter.”

to

you

and

your

mas-

The Family Circle,

he

even see your

green-hous-

selves can see that our copy is wretched
and worthless.”
*“ What are we to do ?” said Edwin.
‘ We must closely examine the study set
us in the Bible ; we must compare our lives
enough of weakness and sin to make us
humble ourselves before God. When we

‘¢ He comes for a wee while, and

off to London again.”

is soon

il

‘ Why, my friend, you are the real owner of allthis! You see itand enjoy it all

Little Robby’s Faith.

the time, and if you had the

deed

of

it

in

your pocket, it would no more be yours to
enjoy, than now. 'Tis mine, too, while I
am here. I admire and enjoy every one of
your beautiful lowers more than his lordship can. Now I think all these were
created and painted by the hand of my

FROM A TEACHER’S RECORD.
GRACE.

attemptat once !”

‘ You judge as you did when

you wish-

my dear boy, I say to you now as I said to
you then, you need patience, you need
help—help from the good Spirit of God;
and, above all, you need to look often at
your study, to keep the character and work
of your Lord ever before your eyes.”
‘But, if I do my best I shall still fall

so

far short !”

“1know it,” said Henry, gravely; “but
this feeling should not prevent your aiming

Fes. 10rH. Little Robby did not come
for milk, but Thomas, his elder brother,
came.
‘“ Robby told me to tell you that he is Heavenly Father; they belong to Him evreal sick,” said Thomas, as I was pouring ery one of them, and so they belong to

at perfection. God will complete his work
in the hearts of his servants, not on earth,
but in heaven. There the copy, feebly

the milk into his pail.

commenced below, shall be

made a like-

nessindeed!

the word

me.”

?

. “Is Robby sick? “Tell him I will come
and see him in the course of the day,” was
my reply.
Robby is ten years old, and has been in

* May 1 ask, sir, where ye might come
from ?”
¢¢ From the United States, where my

ther also owns

‘great rivers,

Fa-

high moun-

God?

awful waterfalls, and I, being His child,
questions; and bas conducted with a own and enjoy them 4ll,”
The tears stood in the Scotch gardener’s
propriety so engaging and so invariable,
that he has become greatly endeared to eyes, and he seized my friend's hand, and
he loaded his wagon with fruits and flowme.
Various duties prevented my visiting him ers, and gave him to understand that he
until after tea: I found him lying on a had touched a cord in his heart not often
ready

and

suitable

answers to my

touched, for he, t50, was a Christianpesand

"lounge, quite ill.
« How are you to-night, Robby ?"
“ I'm a good

deal worse,”

was

his re-

had learned tolove the flowers more, because God loves them, and had learned,

too, that he is the real owner of anything,

connects it with God, and gives himT hope lot,” T said; takingHfigy+| "Who
“Ol,
self up to enjoying it.—8. 8, Worker.

verish hand.

* My head and my body ache so hard,”
he said, plaintively.

ER

The Imperfect Copy.

~* Do you love Jesus, Robby#” I whisper-

H od, while

says

pear we shall be like him, for

“I have set the Lord always before me.”

we

shall

see

Here

is

my

Diamond,

noble,

manly

Charlie. Full of light and” sparkle, ame
shedding brilliance on all around him.

He

has the good qualities of the stone he represents, and none of. the bad, for although
1 do not call my boy perfect, still the hardness and coldness of the diamond are not
his, for his little heart is full of warm,gushing affection, and soft towards all in
trouble.

I call him

also

ray

Knight,

so

chivalrous is the love he bears me.
a happy day, when

sweet,

Ruby.

merry

Grace was sent to bless our home,

It was

little
and fill

Pa

i fc

je died
for me.”
you

!

|

prayte him” .

Oh, yb, ma'am.”
onliT
LN

i.

dent pleasure the outline of a face. His
*| brother came behind him “and looked over
his shoulder. Edwin listened for his re-

who can count thefr
three score and ten. A real Ruby, giving
out a warm rich light, and covering all

around with a rosy tinge, that hides a mul-

MUseUM

good and cheap.

beautiful

pieces

O THE HAPPY DAYS

each well-known face, is it-any wonder
that we guard her as a pearl of great price,
and tremble lest the King should too soon

come noble men and

Eversman, Jr.
I LovE THER. Duet.
PERLES MUSICALES,

ments to society,

One place in my box you say is empty.
Even so. I can scarcely yet speak, without tears, of my Opal. My darling, my

The King has al- |

ready taken one of my

gems for his own

Ard do I grudge

itP

Miss Phelps’s

owner

forgotten.

like iron,

sour,

are

five

reasons

why

such

that

make

up her

mind

how

heroine

She went away

Christina called ““ so

and, as I see it live

and

white wood,

and

shut

Simon

her-

Zi

like

Nixy,” and which, by

always fallen to Eunice:

uncarved

and bare; quite a large

When, long after Margaret was

asleep,

long

in her black dress, at the foot of the white cross.

Christina stopped upon the threshold, but
whether from reverence or from reluctance, how
should Eunice know ?
Eunice neither turned nor spoke.
She wished
that she could drop and die there, and never turn
or speak again, and 80 never, never look at the
“ Eunice |”

when

out at the

pain

Whether

at the

peace of it, Christina did rot know. Eunice lifted her fice and rose, and looked the figure in the

every

other

plan

seemed

hopeless;

Lour he nev-

rested for many years the destiny of half a
continent; and itis possible that had Bolgenerous strife, the flag
Christina had on'a white wrapper and held a’ ivar fallen in his
little lampin her hand. She held
of Spain might still have waved over the
it, having come
into the dim room so suddenly, high over her
shores of the Caribbean Sea and the creoles
head, to see the way; her round white arm was
have shared the doom of their brethren in
bare and her hair loose ; the light had a peculiar
hapless Cuba.
effect in dropping on her, and
her eyes
door all over, once, twice in silence.

:

from a

soft shadow peered out a little blindly.

Something

about

her reminded

Funice

We

ept.

preme

;

She

put

quite full in the

down

light of

NeChristina,
Laws at.whiteme,
mie, th then.”

race,

than arlight was in them,

come,”

stern

vain, ambitious of personal

‘But I love you, Eunice.

good cause.

respect he excels the

blessings of freedom upon millions of the

Latin race. With such a success Cosar
had -nothing to compare; Napoleon. no
achievement worthy of equal mention.—

surprise.

Harper's Magazine.

Isthat compassion?

oe

lip quivered a little; a slow,

Men

see !”—ghe

faltering

Wanted.
——

The great want of this age is men.

‘ You are pure and honored.”
“I deceived you.”
‘You loved me.”
“ But now ¥
“But now I will never remember.”

:

In

chief of the Latin heroes, He was a patriot
rather than a Cwmsar; he fought to liberate,
not to enslave. His genius rose with difficulties; his powers were matured in trials; he showered with bountiful hand the

warm light erept over her face,
‘ But I sinned,” she said.
“But I judged,” said Christina.
“1 was stained and outcast,”

Cn

But

supremacy,

Is that unwise?’

Eunice’s drawn

when

boastful, licentious, sometimes cruel; and
his real
greatness lies in the fact that he
fought wit wsiling ardor and successin’'a

“Why do you talk of wrong and hurt? You are
compassionate, Christina, but you are unwise.”
I honor you.

illustri-

e of literature and of civilization.

“ Why do ou not speak to me?’ Christina
cried, at length, breaking her sharp sobsoff.
“I
know that I wronged you, hurt you, but I cannot
bear this, Eunice |”
2
2

in

with a natural satisfaction,
de-

t must be confessed that Bolivar was often
the slave of inferior impulses ; that he was

repeated Christina,

Bunice,

and,

Latium ruled over Europe, and when their
melodious tongue was the common lan-

Christina began at this to cry, and she cried as ’
women like her cry when their hearts are breaking. at
did she expect? Eunice sat perfect-

said

his

their passions, and who falfill

every trait of the hero that made

~Eunice did not see thatshe quivered’ like 8 white
lily which the wind had bruised,—** if you will
come, I should like to tell you how I hurt you,
wronged you,—for I had no time to think, and
had never guessed, never dreamed |—and 1 lovedI
you, Eunice, I loved you so |”?
:

“Hush!”

over

ous the annals of their ancestors

something

“I should like, if you will come, to kiss
dear.” Christina said this in a.broken voice. you,
“I do not understand you.” Eunice spoke
wie dreary det.
r
i
*“ If you will

for Bolivar, with

light to discover in their beloved liberator

Eunice looked at her.
all over,~white to the lips,—
All the stars had indeed gone out

of her eyes, but they shone, and
sweeter

not claim

the Platonic conception of a well-governed frame. He was scarcely a Titus in
clemency, a Marcus Aurelius in stoical
virtue, a Cwmsar in eloquence or military
skill. His countrymen are fond of comparing him to the earlier heroes of the Latin

it Spon the edge of the bed. Eunice, exhausted,
sank again at the foot of her great cross, and it
was dark where she sat.
“Come here,” said Christina. Eunice shook

sat smiling.

can

native biographer, a spotless fame. He
was not one of those whose reason sits su-

of a

Picture which she had seen of the woman hunting ors lost piece of silver, after the house was

. Plea for Little Folks,

broke

who

are not forsale.

est, sound from

Men

center to

true to the heart's core.

from She

voice,~* see, this is

perience; and I will dare say you are a
faulty being at best. Above all, don't expect judgment in a child or patience under
trials. Sympathize in their mistakes and

Toved Joe tevel you loved you, dear P

er, and beautifully does he convey to us the

ce and held upup h her Bed y
to me,” sald Christina; “I will
not lift you from the foot of that
I judged you, It is you who shall come tocross,
There
ut when she was yet a great way me.
off,
Christ
iJ 15h 10 meet her, and fell upon her
neck “and

thy with all her children’s griefs.

love me than to be ahr

>
I

ny . woud Hoy

Men

are hon-

circumference,

Men

who con-

Men who can tell the

truth and look

world and the devil rightin the eye.

that neither brag nor run,
ts I have
you—that |-ther flag nor flinch, * Men

nod

who

demn wrong in friend or foe, inthemselves
as wellas others. Men whose consciences
are as steady as the needle to the pole.
Men who will stand for the right if the
heavens totter and the earth reels.
Men

that

the

Men

nei-

can have.
| courage without shouwho
toti
it. ng
Men in

whom the courage of everlasting life runs
still, deep and
Wy
;
Men who know 'their message and tell

it, Men who know their places and fill
them. Men who know their own business.
Men who will not lie. Men who are not
too lazy 54
work, nor too proud
to

deep, faithTove
fal
that ought to be found in “Btop a moment:” Bunce held he
“
every woman's heart, the unfailing sympa- shall fo and find the—the child, iow. You wil
be poor.
be ag
d of me. I had
rath
When I

—

er ceased to assert that South America
would yet be free. On his single arm

to ery

of it, whether to marvel

Bolivar,

—Or

roic example; in the darkest

;

Eunice lifted a singular face.

%

he roused the ardor of the creole
popula“tion by his incessant appeals, by bis he-

figure standing in the door.

from

what you are, with all their lessons of-ex

H. Workman, A.

He might have lived the richest, the
most powerful of the creole caste, had he
chosen to submit to the Spaniards; he
might have passed in splendid luxury
those long years which he gave to patriotic
toil; he might have won the highest favors
of his king and of ‘the Spanish courtiers,
had
he condescended to become their
slave. He preferred, instead, the favor of
his countrymen, with exile, penury, and
the prospect of death. He gave the remaining years of his life to South America
and to freedom. He left his rich
plantations by the Guayra, his fair villas,
his wide
possessions, his native city, and fled
an im-'
poverighed exile to foreign lands. Here
his mind ever revolved plans for the liberation of his country.
Often defeated, he
never lost hope. With a busy persistence
scarcely equaled by a Washington or a
Cromwell, he came back after every repulse to renew his effort. He made desperate forays into the midst of his foes,

after the house was still, Christina, that night,
came in,~for Christina came at last,—she came
upon a striking sight,—the room all ina gray
mist, for the candle had burned low ; and Eunice,

*¢ it is not

Don’t expect too much of them; it has
taken forty years, it may be, to make you

sub-

serviceable to

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

the cherished

Roman Catholic fancy of the thing.
It stood out
against the plain tint of the wall, nearly as high
as Kunjce’s shoulder.
She did not say
her
prayers to it, or hang her beads upon it. As
nearly as 1 can learn, she never did anythi
| more heretical than look at it; ** liked,” she sai td
‘ to feel that it was about.”

day to day, it tells me that God is near.”

—

It would be very

ery day “ chit chat” of the French.

Juytuing about it, or interfered with the quaint,

houses

grow

Mrs, Anna T. Randall, has

FrExcH Ecno, by James

against

cross, and “inconvenient” Christina thought,—
though I believe she never said so. Nobody said

for the sake of the fruit that I prize it;
but I am very poor, too poor to keep any
living creature, and it is a great comfort:
to me to have that living plant, for I
ow it can only live: by¥the power of
God;

ELOCUTION,by
stantial merits.

ministers as a private study for the improvement

for her solitary occupation. A few chan
had
crept by degrees into it-at that time.
The pictures had
disappeared; the little gray statuettes
were gone; the sole ornament of the room had
become an odd oné,—a cross of some species of

family, and, ina lone room at the top of

sir,” replied the woman,

OF A VISIT TO EGYPT, by the same

of their elocution in reading and speaking.

soit gray room which

chance or by fancy, had

one of these houses, he met with an aged
woman, whose scanty pittance of half a
crown a week was scarcely sufficient for
her bare subsistence.
He observed, in a broken tea-pot that
stood at the window, a strawberry plant
growing. He remarked,
from time to

“0,

:

IViSON BLAKEMAN AND TAYLOR publish numerous excellent school books.
READING AND

she ought to

up stairs again, and

self into her room,—the

are ¢rowded with inhabitants, and where
every room is the dwelling of a separate

you

republished a
Miss Muloch,
Halifax, Genof four hun-

This work is in the main a reprint of “ Echo de
Paris,” which has attained a wide circulation in
England, and is regarded as one of the best helps
extant for mastering the common idioms and ev-

“But I can!” said Christina.

“Your
plant flourishes nicely;
will soon have strawberries upon it.”

the

the girl's real character and position by Christina
is full of power and meaning. The first shock is.

her lamp, and sat down

with

by addressing

nied the Princess of Wales on the trip up the
Nile. It gives ‘‘ inside views” of life in’ European and Asiatic courts.

Phelps’s power and pathos:

and

and

Piefke.

M., published by A. 8. Barnes & Co., New York.

treat the penitent

A writer in the Youth's Companion narrates this pretty incident:
A city missionary was visiting in one of

it continued to grow,

Rud.

i

JOURNAL

friend. What follows is worth reproducing, both
for what it is itself, and as a specimen of Miss

words

the

By

The scene which follows the discovery of

can quite

Better than Berries.

city where

Galop.

House, derives its chief interest from being written by Hon. Mrs. William Grey, who accompa-

** You can not find it,” she said.

in a

v
By C. W. Schwarz.
A Collection of Gems for

ways be entertained and benefited by reading the
products of her pen.
:

venturing to see the poor sufferer, and before she

should never be found upon your lips.
Let the last ones you have used be the last!
—N. Y. Observer.

those courts

SAIL.

Chorus,
By Fred.

essays of Mrs. Muloch Craik are always pure
and elevating in spirit, and clothed in excellent
style. Those who delight to read stories will al-

the parents

combine

By

They
have
also just published
UNKIND
WORLD, by the same author, The stories and

terrible, and the astonished young lady stays
away from home till late in the evening, before

that you can

hearers

FuLL

Solo and

dred pages.

and

a mother

confidence, becomes a skillfd

battle with the influences

her.

give a sour countenance,.and make one’s
sourness long and painfully remembered—
there

midstof filth

honor. But her early sin is at length discovered,
and the rest of her life is a hard but not fruitless

you have heard them use.
Now, my young friends, if sour words
indicate a sour heart, and make the speak-

er more sour, and make

inthe

They

Song.

for the organ.

Messrs. Harper & Brothers have
number of the stories and essays of
the distinguished author of “John
tleman,” in an attractive volame

Christina, a girl as pure as a lily, as unsuspecting
as an infant and as sunny as a June morning.
The mother, with
rare faith, conscience and
courage, hide’s Nixy’s shame even
from her
“child, treats her like a daughter, and the two
girls come to love cach other like sisters.
Nixy,
Who, on becoming a Christian, is called Eunice,

As with hooks of steel, they

All

of

woman who has ideas,”—Margaret Purcell,—
who lives in her widowhood with her only child,

is

soon

on to memory.

up

teacher whom the children love and

Sharp and piercing, they enter,
into the soul.

grows

for

publishers. The works already issued by this
author, as well as these specimen pages, give
promise of something truly valuable.

before she is sixteen; the child goes to a public
institution, the mother goes out,—little more.
than a child herself,—to find some of *‘ God’s
folks” as she expresses it, by whose aid she may
hereafter live a pure life in the sight of heaven
and earth. After long and terrible delays she
is welcomed by a rare and'independent Christian

using sharp and bitter words. Do you see
a smiling June, or a scowling November?
J

hang

as a work

vice, falls before temptation, becomes

:

not

both

intended

They are pleas-

Messrs. E. B. Treat & Co., New York, send us
specimen pages of a new work by George E.
Waring, Jr., entitled, ‘The Handy-Book of Husbandry.” The volume will comprise ovér 600
octavo pp., and be sold only by subscription.

special attention and aid of the Christian church.
Nixy Trent

Words.

are

¢‘ Hedged In,”

wins everybody’s

on the countenance, as its

DISCONSOLATE.

the Pianoforte .

UNDER

ones, whom temptation, sin, suffering, penitence
and a longing for purity are commending to the

1. They indicate a sour origin. They
show that the heart isin anacid state. The
hearer of such words cannot but have his
own, and a not very complimentary opinion

5. Sour words

And what-

‘high literary merit and of large moral and Christian value. Tt is a plea for the exercise of Christian justice and clarity toward the unfortunate

So when the summons comes, they may
be returned into the heavenly hand, with
all their original brightness, and shine forever in the eternal crown.

Look

must confess they

‘We have already expressed our appreciation of

dim and tarnished.

of the speaker.

YE

Agents may find employment

no, from the very bottom of my heart I can
say, ‘‘ Even so Father, for so it seemed
good in thy sight.” Full of light and shade
was my seven-year-old boy. Sensitive to
a fault, life's joys and sorrows atfected him
too strongly, and
hand was kind and
tender that took him, while yet so young,
to a homeof perfect peace. He whispered
to me with his last. breath,
I shall have
only happy things to think of soon,mamma,
Jesus will be so loving.”
We thank and praise the great Giver of
all, for these most precious gifts, and pray
daily and earnestly that, with our Saviour’s
help,we may so watch, and tend, and cherish our treasures, that amidst the grime and
dust of this world, they may not become

Sour

orna-

Litgrary Ree.

Oh,

music,

DEPARTED.

with accompaniment

give it what it most values—plenty. of love.

tender-hearted Herbert.

;

Franz Abt.

ever else you may be compelled to deny
your child by your circumstances in life,

select her in making up his jewels?

adornment...

We

otherwise

ant and ought to be popular compositions.
bear the following titles:

CoME,

had wise, affectionate parents.

of

both the voice and instrument,

have lived-to' see those same children be-.
and

be

Messrs. Oliver. Ditson & Co., Boston, send us
some

they display. these undeniable traits; yet we
women,

well

Boston: H. B. Fuller.

the sweetest smile for each member of the

little

not

when the author of “ Little Women” is syipervising and partly providing for its pages. It is

been born thiéves and liars, so early did

her

for Aprilis pleasant “and

It could

movements, with

delicate in all

“ Always busy at your drawing, Edwin P" our hearts with perpetual sunshine. Just
said his elder brother Henry, ashe entered | five years old, she has done more in her + Remember not to measure a child's trials
sohool-room one morning.
short lifeto dispel sorrow, and give each by your standard.
‘‘A8 one whom his
lie here?" you think about himas you | theEdwin
looked up for a moment with a cloud, however dark and threatening, a sil- mother comforteth,”
said the inspired write
0 i “1 think how much he loves me, and smile, and then went on tracing with evi- ver lining, than many

withbrightening eyes.

MeRrRY’S

‘whose gates are twelve older persons, ‘when a little trouble on
pearls,” and *‘ the glory of God doth light- their part would have given the child pleasen it.” Not long has she beamed upon our ure, the memory of which would last a
¥y
5 o
pleasant circle.’ It is just two years since. life-time.
Lastly, don’t think a .child hopeless beshe first opened her large blue eyes, and
let us catch a glimpse of the glow and cause it betrays some very bad-habits. We
purity of our future home. Gentle + tender, have known children that seemed to have

what care it was watched and tended.

Wouldyou like a peep into my jewel
box? Then come with me, and I will open
the lid, and let you see my jewels in all
their bright luster.
“&
:

looked there,~straight into Christina’s
woman’s eyes,—and it seemed to her as
stars of heaven were shining in them as
shine after storms,

wholesome.

celestial city,

time, how

My Jewel Box.

Next in order, comes my

gently smoothing his throbbing

of

him as he is.’ "— Scripture Cabinet.

my class for three years. He has paid such tains, great forests, wide plains, and has
good attention to the lessons; has giving hung up his beautiful clouds, and made
such

For what

‘We know that when he shall ap-

‘ Bunice, look here!”
Eunice
spotless
if all the
the stars

have often felt our temper rise to see how
carelessly, ‘their plans were thwarted by

and gentléness of recollect of some peopleis the sour words

read of the meckness

there is something wrong

with their mother.
Let the memories of their childhood be as
bright as you can make them. Grant them
every innocent pleasure in your power. We

2. They make the speaker himself more
sour. Words re-act upon those who utter
them.
As kind words beget kindness, and
win, coloring with pleasure and surprise.
increase the power of it in the soul, so sour
““ Net in itself, perhaps,” replied Henry ;
words increase the bad temper of him who
‘¢ butit will serve ofien to rémind us both
uses them. They add fuel to the fire and
of an important trath, which was suggestaugment the heat.
ed tome when 1saw you laboring at your
3. Sour words dangerously tend to make
copy.”
:
the hearer sour. They create an atmosEdwin looked in surprise at his brother,
phere which he breathes, and the virus is
who thus proceeded to ‘explain his words:
likely to penetrate his soul and make him
“We, dear Edwin, as Christians, have
sour, too. Vinegar gives its own character
all one work set before us: to copy into our
to anything it can reach. So it is not the
lives the example set us by a Heavenly
Master. It is in the Bible that we behold fault of+the sour in heart and speech that
the features of a character.perfect and pure. they do not spoil all the sweetness there is
But how many of us choose rather to im- about them.
4. Sour words are all but certain to give
agine for ourselves what a Christian should
be like! "We aim low ; we are content with sourness to the countenance. The face is a
little progress; we perhaps please our- tell-tale of the heart, and the heart’s sourselves with the thought of our own wisdom ness, rising to the lips in bitter words, has
power over all the features.
and goodness, while every one but our- wonderful

ed to tear up your picture in despair as soon
as you saw how imperfectit was.
No, no,

‘ Not a one, sir.”

¢ Does your master live here much ”

fort, Iam sure

y

Edwin took up the pencil which he had
flung down, and carcfully and attentively
studied the picture.
He found very much
in his copy
to alter, very much to rub out;
but at Jast he completed a very fair sketch,
which he presented with a little hesitation
to his brother.
¢ I shall have this framed and hung up
in my room,” said Henry.
¢« (Q, it is not worth that !” exclaimed Ed-

Christ, we shall be ashamed of our passion
and pride; when we find how holy was
| our great example, we shall be grieved to
«I see it.”
med
‘Weel, a’ the king did or saw while here, think how unlike to-him we are.”
“We can never make a good copy,”
was to sit in the bow-window, and gamble
sighed
Edwin, ‘* we may just give up the
with my master.”
““Didn’t
es?”

Shine on in ‘seo children going to their father for com- |

titude of faults and troubles.

our household, that all souls coming near
you may grow happy from the nearness.
And my Pearl, what can I say of her?
Nestled down in our inmost hearts, is my
little dainty Margaret. The soft clearlight
that beams from her eye with its gentle
radiance, seems indeed caught from the

is like, and can go on without looking at it family, and babbling baby words to greet

with God’s law, and we shall then soon find

sir.”
“ Why not ?”
“Do you see that big bow-window, sir, in
the house ?”
;

—Family Treasure.

-—

and

locked up. Then there were great lawns,
filled with spreading trees,and green grass,
with tame deer walking and eating here and
there. And there was a very large garden

‘“ Not a wee bit of

On this side of the tomb:

SR

plate,

he might sec the views.”
‘¢ Well, did he admire them ?”

While stars are nightly shining,
And the Heaven is overhead,
Encourage not repining,
Bat look for joy instead.

ons

he

¢* That was a’ done, sir, when his Majesty, George 1V., came here on visit,so that

Trip lightly over sadness,
Stand fiot to rail at doom;
.
‘We’ve pearls to string of gladness,

—

in his
all

he fell in with the head gardener.
‘My friend, thisis a beautiful spot.”
¢ I'm of your mind, precisely.”
‘“ When were these new paths made, and
these bridges thrown over the little river,
for I see they can’t be very old ?”

‘Why cling to forms unsightly ?

gpm

al-

each one of which would make a rich pict| ure, if painted. Inthe courseof his walk,

Trip lightly over trouble,
Trip lightly over wrong ;
‘We only make grief double
By dwelling on it long.
Why clasp woe’s hand so tightly?

BY

he

| sees. At one time he was traveling in Ireland, and came to the estate of a very rich
nobleman:
The place had on it a large,
grand ‘house, with great rooms, great
chambers, a large library, and a vast
room filled with beautiful paintings. There
was one great tone room, where the silyer, and the

fai

“ Where is the study ?” continued Henry,

claimed, in a burst of vexation ; and snatch-

BR

beauty in the flowers, in the trees, in the
| shadows, on the mountains, in the clouds,

Of midnight foes that we must fight.

«If you compare them with your study
you will perceive that all this outline is in:

very near the kingdom, but had not believ-

ed that he had, indeed, passed from death

And this is prayer: from self to turn
~+ * Thee-ward,
and learn
Our life’s veiled angels to discern.

‘We cry with Ajaxy Give
A glimpse, a sight

=

I had often thought that little Robby was

show
:
To us the path in which we ought to go.

why

¢3Vhat has been your prayer to-day
Robby ?”
:
: . “You are taking pains, I see,” said
¢ I've prayed to him to forgive my sins, Henry, at last, in a kindly ton; * but I am
afraid that you will have to use your India
and to keep me from sinning.”
ese lines, you may
here;
«Can you tell me how long it is since rubber here,
perceive, are it in good drawing.”
you first began to love himP"
i
“I don’t 888 much wrong in them,” re¢« It is so long ago that I can't remember.
But it was when you first took me into your plied Edwin, suspending his pencil, with
class,—when you told me how much he ‘something of vexation in his tone, for he
loved me,— and how he had come to earth had expected nothing but praise.

to die for my sins.”

‘We nothing know ;

‘But prayer unbars heaven's gate, and thou dost

~

marks, ‘though “without ceasing ‘to draw.

Men who are willing to eat what
they have earned, and wear what they have
paid for.

THE
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profession;

shaped like that
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Mrs. Grey, in her ¢ Journal of a Visit to

Egyp ,” &e., just published by the Har-

pers, describes a curious dinner which the |

the Grand

on

February 5.—At twe ve o'clock the Princess and I'went to the harem of ¢¢ La Grande
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. tree,
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[In 1846 he movedto
O.where
,
he became an attendant at the F', Baptist church, and for several

trees show their working by the number of
knots or bunches, made by tapping; an
a singular fact
is that when most tap Ped |
i

master should be too proud to do its hardest
work. The painter should grind his own
colors ; the architect work in the mason’s

i

Princess of Wales took with
Princess of Egypt. She says:

several

MORNING

; the master-manufacturer
yard with his men

they
r y giveting
most milk
XE tay.
or sap.
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years previous to his death a reader of the

In life-he was a true believer in the Christian
religion ; though sometimes lacking that firmness
true true religion
religion
of

As+ the time
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| painand torture that the human flesh can en -

And Scld by Agents: everywhere.

be himself a more skilful operative than any

are at hand.—The blacks are first
[man in his mills ;and the distinction between tappers
sent through the forest, armed witha quanone man and another be only in experience,
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skill, an and the.authorit
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trees, the black forms
coming
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dure, his mind never wavered from that faith
| which had been his guide through life.
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and is ense-hardened so as to run for years without
injury. It works with less power than any other,and

Mass. She experienc- | 1e8s expense. It has taken the First Premium at the
over the cup, and the sap oozes out slowly, | Bhe was bornin Royalton,
and
a tree-giving out daily about a gill. The tap- ed religion and united with the M, E.church with | State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia
been ex.
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only ones at which it has
her husband in Jay, N. Y., antl moved with him Kentucky—the
hibited.
Lectures have this advantage over books, per continues in this way, tapping perhaps{
Sub” | to Ohio, |
ie het
Im
ROCK FORT) Nu'Y er April 10, 1600:
that they give you not only the matter but fifty trees, when he returns, and with & jar | attending un
his | death, but b in her heart she ever held to that re - sa, (howestins
Mill) mywi Ne. 4 Union. : (righ;
the Empire | worked
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Days of
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ho TRA
95, by seven o'clock, the blacks |ligion which the infirmities of these poor bodies corn
the worker together with his work. Print | cups.
per
hour.
I
then
ground
corn and oats mixed,
come in with their jars, ready for working. can never blot out. A few months before her

ton, and

one of the daughters

Miss

can never vie with personality; and one The sap at this stage resembles milk’ &
:
lle
we
3
1 i
of the ends served by lectures is to put on 2
Ppearance, and somewhat in taste.
It 18
exhibition people more or less illustrious.
Isit the same to us whether we read the also frequently drunk with perfect safety.
“Four Georges” or hear them from Thack- If lef standing now, it will. curdle like
substance like
eray?
Would
anybody that ever saw milk, disengaging a watery
1
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$ gar
this writer on the platform, pretend that whey v. ’
‘¢ hearing imperfectly ” was not better than |
“reading
at leisure in his book?” The
The I Infant
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hy
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charm of personality, to all but a few of
The
Orang-Outan
is
a native of the great
the public, is lost without the lecture. In

Me-

Lean, and thus we wént in procession to
an immense drawing-room, the whole way

there being lined with slaves.
We only passed through this room, however, and went straight to the dining-room,
after having a cherry
given us to eat,
handed to us on a most beautiful gold tray,

with
] goblets and
cious stones.

this

plates of gold and pre-

A ya

charm

{wh

then offered each of

us a silver basin to wash our hands in be- | coi
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the delight
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was

Mehemet

‘satisfied with it, Yours &e.,

|tion. From that time she seemed waiting, only
| waiting for the blessed Redeemer to come and set
| her free, often saying that her end was near.
| Sha Was a good mother, und her end was peace.
She leaves two sons aad j,three daughters to
S.
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mourn their loss.
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i next, a magnetism of presence; | creature bears the closest resemblance to
fore we sat down to dinner. In the middle ["?eCINE
thirdly, those helps, which even genius,
In’ Borneo it
of the room there was a kind of round, silver art and eradition can not despise, to wit: man of all the monkey tribe.
is
often
very
mischievous;
coming
out of its
table, about.one foot high from the floor, voice, gestures, pose, subtie modulation,
looking more like a big tray than anything and, above all, characteristic expression; forest hiding-places by night and making
else; large gquarecushions were placed all finally, a certain gain of fresh apprehen- havoc with gardens and fruit-orchards—delarge quantities
of their
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aroundit,and so we sat down‘ a la Turque” sion of the man, whereby not only a sin- stroying wantonly
round the table; la Grande Princesse hav- gle evening's entertainment but other books AW Vols) Which is does Bol pecuirofor food.
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but that parting she said would be of short dura-
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A slave now came in, very smartlydress- and inevitably pronounce his books men- fatally wounded, it will so "¢arefully place our
enlarged and much improved about the
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voyage

once

near Ascension Island by a ship returning to
England.
Having lost one
foot, the sailors
christened it Lord Nelsen, and marked it, burn-

ing the initials and date of its capture

with a

red hot iron into the upper shell. The ship had
a long passage, and “ Lord Nelsen”
became

reduced to a skeleton; he was therefore thrown
overboard

just

as

the

vessel

was

entering the

English Channel. The captive, however, seems
to have recovered as soon as he reached his
native element, and finding the cold waters of
the Channel uncomfortable, to have at once set
out on his wanderings;
two years later the
same three legged tortoise, bearing name and
date on its back, was caught once more in the

from

waters of Ascension Island, having wandered
over eight hundred leagues, and what is more re-

Delaware, Sat-

markable, having found, by a wonderful instinct,
the little spotof its nativity in the vast ocean.

Gen. Amesis at last admitted as Senator
Miss,
urday, for the first time.

There wae a violent shock of earthquake
Ban Francisee, Saturday.
:

in
:

Several mer have been murdered by Indians
inthe nsighbarhood of Atlantic City, Wyoming
Tervitory,
and the non-arrival of the mail and

passenger
coach excites suspicion that it has besn
captured.

A

accomplished by a tortoise that had been caught

a re-

The State of Texas is made a depart-

The explosion

It .is 20

A Finland vessel has conveyed to St. Petersburg two enormous blocks of stone from the
banks of Lake Ladoga,
each weighing 72,000
pounds, to be used for the pedestal of the statue
of Catharine II.

,

The statementof the public debt
duction for March of $5,766,349.

looks like a frozen lake.

The late Dr. Koch says that in connection with
the remains of the mammoth found by him in
the Osage Valley of the Missouri, were found
flint arrowheads and remains of charcoal, as
though the aborigines had found and attacked
the animal when mired.
This seems to prove
that the mammoth is not of extreme antiquity;
or, at least, that he survived the introduction of
man {o this continent,

The

and the

near Austin, Neva-

miles long and 12 wide, without a break
in its
entire expanse.
The stratum is about 7 inches
thick, with a layer of sticky mud under ijt
2 feet thick, and under
this another stratum
of transparent salt
6 feet thick in some. parts,
t is -95 per cent. pure salt. As
there isa
thin crystalline roughness on the “top of this
lake of salt, it makes it poor skating.

The Governor of Maine has designated the
14th of April as Fast day.
Astounding convalsions of the earth and immense ‘tidal waves are predicted on or about the

6th of April, when

mine

:

:

Assistant Postmaster General Terreil has re-

The creature, probably, was guided back
to its
home by the warm waters of the Gulf stream.
Professor Huxley has stated that the stickidess of .deep-sea mud is due to * innumerable
lumps of a transparent gelatinous substance,”
relation to the

gelatinous

matter

It is prob-

and printed in appropriate calors.
be

ready for sale by

the dist of April.
Colanal Baker has .ent a despatch to General Sheridan, saying, shat according to the most
trustworthy information he can get, 120 of the
173 peesons

lain in the attack

camp were ahle-bodied warriors.

on the Piegan

lich, who has long.

this “living pretoplasm ” of Huxley

he frightened off by firing a

out a confesssion that

:

iy,MN

snd then committed
iy

*

ry

ting has been 1 held in Ra,
% were adopted rejoicing

at

over

oof the Cullom bill, and praying the

pas it without delay, denouncing
Senate to
polygamy
#6 now existing ia Weah as barbarous,

is a dead

slime, formed from the debris of dead organisms,

and that the granules of Huxley are independent structures, in which nufrition is a vital

act showing

verting

the same

foreign

matter

vital

power

into

of cone

flesh and shell

materialas is possessed by higher ~oragnisms,
and which can

and chemistry,

N. ¥.,is revealed. His son-in-law,
gider, reported that
it was done by
—

been engaged om kindred

studies, says in the Microscopical Journal that

The mystery
of the murder-of Vanderleyden,

near Troy,

dt be explained by
a

In a hot spring in Manilla, which

physics

raises ‘the

thermometer to'187 degrees, and in another in

Barbary, where the usual temperature is 172

water,

In Monte

Video, Uraguay

meat

is preserved

weight ina mixture

of

85 per cent. of water and {5 per cent. of muriat.

ic agid, glycerine and bisulphite of soda.

er

?

her into port. Soon after there
,and
it is feared the ship found.

.
and sll repaining ou board perished

which

causing

indeed,be different diseases.

Instead

of

forming

in the

eye,

death.

Taken

of roup may be surely

early, any of these forms

cured.

nostrils,

mouth,

with “Chloride

and

of soda”

Aft

steepingsome time, it is taken out and, dust

00. Wh

ary Diialbhie

of 200s

a short time in acidulated water aud exposure

to the air,

AM

vesed

G

use.

* Itis poor economy to hitch colts in the barn

floor, where they are liable to get hung with
the halter; poor economy to keep more hogs
than you can well feed, and poor economy to
feed meadow hay and straw to sheep, or barley
to horses.
It is poor economy to get in debt for anything
you do not need,or borrow with no prospect
of being able to pay.— Maine Farmer.

do Eggs Spoil,
skin, which,
by the albu-

men of the egg, is impervious to air, but If the
position, the yolk,

being heavier than the albumen, gradually sinks

through it and having none of the qualities requisite for keeping the skin lubricated and

healthy, the skin soon becomes dry and pervious to air, which penetrates through it. to the
Yolk, causing the mass to rot. Therefore the true

plan is to keep the yolkin its central position,
By doing this
the ,
egg can be preserved for a

long time. My plan for accomplishing this,
is to take a keg or barrel, and pack the eggs on

ready for market.

the

yolks of

By rolling the

few days,

the ‘eggs will be kept as required.

By making chalk marks across the head of the

barrrel at right angles across each other, you
will have a guide for rolling-the barrel as required. When eggs are packed in large quantities

for

market,

I think

this

plan

found convenient and safe.— Cultivator.

will
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e240

25 @ 5 25
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STARCH.
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«coven

@ 1X

dif

SUGAR.

Havana,
9@ 10% y
‘Nos. 8 to 12.
Nos.13t017....10 @ 1 x
Nos.
20.123 @ 13
doCuba
Muscovado—
Fair to
NewOrleans
Portland .evecese « @eraee
Refined

y

Goat Skins,
Madras.......65 @ 70..

Crushed....c...
Powdered....00

. 50 @ 55

@
@

..
113%

@

6)

38 @..

00
00
00
00

Choice

XX..52%
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be

be saved between Charlottesville and Baltimore, and the entire

CHESAPEAKE

AND

Onio

Roap, it is well to examine into the merits

The distance from Cincinnati to West Point (the shipping “point of the
Chesapeake and Ohio road) over this road is 585, and from Louisville to

50
50
48
97
60

West Point is 661 miles.

From Cincinnati to

47 @ . 48

eed7@

OHIO

Mountains, and possesses advantages over the New York and Erie, the Pennsylvania Central, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroads, which will make it the
MOST IMPORTANT CONNECTING LINKin the GREAT NATIONAL HIGHWAY
across the Continent to the Atlantic seaboard, as the distance is much shorter
and the grades less than those of any other of the roads named, the maximum
grade of the Chesapeake and Ohio road being only 29 1-2 feet to the mile.

..50

FineX........45 @ .
Medium ......49 @ .
Coarse.......46 @ .
Mich.,N.Y.
& Vermont
Ex
8 ¢g.

AND

routes through the entire West and Northivest, and to the Pacific Ocean.
It
is one of the Grand Trunk lines running east and west through the Alleghany

JAPANS.(ees eess 65
WOOL.
OOL.
Ohio & Pennsylvania—
Picklock.... 62 @ . 65

46 |

sseess
seven

Clear Pine.. 30
Coarse do...20
Ship stock...19
Spruce...... 16
Oak, ¥ ton ....
Hemlock bds1s

|O0lODG..c0veens

at or near that point; in

ry justly the KEY TO THE CHESAPEAKE
RAILROAD, as it shortens the distance to tide-water not less

VAST MINERAL AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF CENTRAL AND WEST VIRGINTA, and the connections of which extend by the sHoRTEsT and most direct

Gunpowder,

HER,

i here

sectionof

and advantages of the latter road, WHICH 1S THE OUTLET FOR THE TRADE AND

TALLOW

omd..... cisves eee

it thorou

In referring to the Fredericksburg and Gordonsville Railroad, as the Key

Rendered, b..9% @ 1¢
“seas 6X0
ROUGh..1 evers..

Russia, Sheet,..14 @.. 16
LEAD.
{Young Iysom..
Pig. gold...... 6% @. 6) |Hyson Skin....
Sheet and Pipe....@ 6% [Souchong.. ...

been over the line several times, and examined

and its early completion of the utmost importance to the ric

po

To THE

Coffee crush ..10 @ 12

sesee

f

n the event of a connection with the Baltimo re and Potomac Railroad, at the Potomac river,nearly twen:

ICES.

ud

New-York, via the

Pennsylvania Central,

756 miles

From Cincinnati to Philadelphia, via the Pennsylvania Central,

. 43

.46@ . 48

From Cincinnati to Baltimore, via the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
From Louisville to New York, by the shortest lines,

From Louisville to Philadelphia, by the shortest route
From Louisville to Baltimore, by the shortest route,

50
Su
€.00.35 @ 51%
do. Spruce 15 00 @30 00 California......18 @ . 82
Shirgles,pine 225@ 750 Canada........00 @ . 00
sessssee @eo oo | do.combing
623 @ . 65
Laths, pine,..2 50 @ 8 00 Busios Ayre. 15 : . 34
do. Prue... i @.. .. [Ca
ope25 @ . 35
8.box shooks...00 g*- ..
Fg
ag Qe.
~
Unwashed
..15 g,, 18
GOLD ARD STOCKS.
;
Mar, 30,1870.
American Gold........ cessnns CECTTTPRTTTPPeepeaans § 0} 74
U. 8, Five-Twenties, 1867.
+108
U. 8, 5-20’s of 1865.......
JA07%
U. 8. Ten-Fo!
see dt uve
106
U. 8, Coupons Sixes, 1864 .
50 00 @55

.

.

669
588
862
775
694

€

“

The Fredericksburg and Gordonsville roa |,connecting at Charlottesville with the Ch
e and Ohio
road
ches DEEP WATER on the Potomac b y & route 65 MILES SHORTER than the route via
line is nearly straight, and its grades, which are light and short, are in favor of heavy traffic. est Point, 1ts
Virginia and West Virginia contain about one-tenth in area of
times as much as is contained in the whole of Great Britain . the entire coal flelds of the world, and three
The Cannel coal of the Kanawha Valley is equal to the bes! t English Cannel, and the demand for it 1s almost unlimited, while the sup ply of this and other fine coals along the line of the Chesapeake «nd Ohio
Rail
road is inexhaustible.
Qae Cannel coal mine will be reached by this road in 1870 , upon which a large
sum has been expended,
and which has a capacity to furnish 2,000 tons perd ay for tra nsportation:.
This coal , the price of which in New York is fro m $17 to
$20 per ton, can be laid down in New York at a
cost of $10 per ton,
The saving of sixty-five miles of railroad trans;
rtation, which will be effected upon the completion of
the Fredericksburg and Gordonsville road, is equiv alent
to a reduction in the above cost of not less than
cents
one dollar and thirty
r ton, and enables the latter
to command
a transfer to it at its western
terminus of all hea
ht seeking deep water for a shipping point.
The financial con ition of the Company is good.
go
The work done to date h as been paid for by
stock
subscriptions, of which a sufficient amount has been obtained to prepare the road bed itspeentireRL length for
the superstructure.
The surveying
and engineerin, have been com leted, and the route located for the entire distance.—
Rights ot yng an § ogine
and deeded to
e Company, and it also owns the necessary land for dewate: station 8, ete.
© Thirty miles of the road are now graded, bridges built, enlverti ng and masonry
good order, and now
re Bi the superstructure, Shieh is bein g laid. The bal ance of the frei if isin ander
contract, and
1
idly
pushed forward,
The hy for fhe entire road has been purchased, and is now
being
delivered
at
Fredericksburg.
The rolling stock has been ordere d, and the entire
line will be completed and in running order by the
1st of July,
The work on the road is being well and substantially do
and will com
fayorabl:
heretofore done’in the 8 tate, The
ment of the ro
also be of a superior (
hs aa
lly amr
for the large
trade which it is bel
- the road will command jmmediately
com
the bondholders
ha
« It covers

CATTLE

FAT io bi toe.
:
SHOTES—-Wholesale,10 to 11¢ J ; retail 11to 16¢.
HiDpES—Brighten 0 to 8c;
ountry lots,
TALLOW=T to 7% Sountey lots 6 to 6c. 7 to7%
a
wool $1,50 to $1,75 each; country lots

e
thus gi
from $30,

CALF SKINs—17al8e,

.

the bondholders an
to $35,000 per mile,

umusu

)
ppt
—the bond d equi
debt of the other Vi
bonded
al margin—the
»

FAnmuens

Boston’s' Great Kitchen.

AND DEALERS
Who want any kind of

—E—

They have a wonderful co-operative cooking
establishment in Boston, according to Boston’s
papers. The kitchen 8 near the old Roxbury

line; but, practically, the institution is brought
close

to every man’s

3. From its western terminus at Charlottesville, it is the most direct
outlet,
and the SHORTEST BY MANY MILES, for all the freight and
travel
which comes from the entire West, Northwest an d Southw
est portions of the
United States, whether seekin. g deep water for shipping points, or going to

door by neat, brown, order

boxes, affixed on prominent street corners, with
a slit in the top for notes, and bearing an elaborate bill of fare and explanation of details,
Twice a day are the orders from these boxes collected; and twice a day are they filled, by a
company. of teams and pedestrian distributors so

‘the North and East by rail.
4. It is one of the most im portant connecting links in the
system of lines
now being organized as throu
t
gh lines from Boston, New- York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and other p oints to the Pac ific coast by way of the Central
and
Southern Pacific lines of railroad.
A limited number of the bonds (issued in denominations
c of $500 and $1000)
are offered at 92 1 -2 and interest from November 1 » In
gurrency, and at this

OR

FERTILIZERS.

organized that every neighborhood
can be
punctually served. Families or single persons
can have their meals brought to them at any
place and at any hour they may designate—all | Bliould endeavor to learn what are the best and
hot, too, with “plates, bowls, spoons, knives and what improvements have been made recently,
Full details as to these will be found in our large
a box of salt.” None of the comforts and all the

NEW

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION.

Catalogue. This is a handsome volume of about
300 pages,containing nearly 600 illustrations
of the newest and best articles for Farm, Garden,
Orchard or Household use, and is sent pott-paid by
mail, on réceipt of BA 5 but we will refund this on re-

ceipt of the first order for owr goods.

oll. Mi

‘oelptof stamp,

Principal,

Apply

earlyto the Principal.
.
E.
C. EWI, Sec’y Trustees,
New Hampton, N, H,, March 30, 1870,
fd

.

Address
»

/

;

Catalogue,

upon re-

y

letters to
4

4

RH
1

as the
Send for a Uircular.

No progressive

‘Pr
Page
oof
Circular |

1s sentas a specimen of the

y

Rev. vd, B. Meserpey,

price are the

armer ought to enter on another year’s work with.
out a copy of this book, especially a8 in reality it costs

_ | nothing,

Summer Teru begins May3, 1870,
under the direction of

A

west,
range

orth and East.
From the North, the road will have as feeders, the Alexandria and Fredericks
s the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad (an extension of the Northern Central Railroad, owned and control led by
the Pennsylvania Central Railroad),
and the extensions and connections of th: e Raritan and Dela Ware
Bay Railroad, now nearly completed, through Delaware and
land, to the Potomac River; also seve
eral lines of steamers ROW running from New York, Philadelphia,
timore, ana W ashington, to Acquia ;
Creek and Fredericksb
The recent action of New York capitalists, among whom are Messrs. A. A. Low, W. H. Aspinwall ,C.P,
Huntingdon, Fisk and Hatch and others of equal prominence and
ho have subscribed
Twelve
illion ($12,000,000) dol lars to the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad
the early completion
of this most important work to the Ohio river.
By this action the Frederickeburg and Gordonville Railroad is placedat ence in
¢ front rank of the
Virginia roads, as far us
s are concerned, Carefully p;irepares estimates
the prospective business ol the Road show that these will amount to from $ 7,600 to
num, An amount
sufficient over and above the operating expen ses, not on ly to pa;
ds and provide for :
the requirements of the sinking fund, but to leave a large s
us a8 dividends to the stockh
.
The principal ems Jo ovenne bly
lime, plaster, ron, and
ores; cotton, tobacco, wood,
cattle and other
ve 8
; eorn, w'
our, coal, an
; 88 Wi ell as general merchan dise, fer
tilizers, Agricultural implements, ete.
prelps
The agricultural and mineral wealth of Western Virginia and East Tennessee is t00 well understood
to need comment. The richest deposits of coal, iron, copper, lead, and salt, south of the Ohio and east of
the Mississippi i, are found in the above named districts, and immediately on the linesof railway under
construction,

e325

Slaughter sees 18 @ 18%

.

and Tennessee Railroad at Lynchburg,

on which it can depend for local trade, are Albemarle, Greene, Madiso
Spotsylvania. 1ts position assures it an abundant share of thro

ty-three miles of railroad transportation will

MARKET,
" MARCHY, 30, 1870,
BEEF—Extra $13,00 to $13,50: first quality $12,00 to
$12,75; 2d quality $11,00 to $11,75;3d quality $10,00 to
$10.78, per cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and
ressed
beef.
WORKING OXEX
150 to $265 per pair, or aceording to their value as
. Handy Steers, $80 to $125.
11L,CH CoOws—$30 to $60; extra good, $95 to
with or. without calves, as may be agreed; farrow
and Sims, $30 to $20.
mars
Siri
on 3 =o ; two year old, $05 to

next to the staves, and so continue untila layer
is filled; so on till the barrelis full. Use oats
for packing; jar them down as much as is re
quired to keep them firmly in their place,~head
barrel

10 g'1

Vi

65 miles less than via Richmond and West Point.
99 miles less than the route viz Newport News,
124 miles less than via Norfolk,

@ 625

;

Potato

IR

Tax

The distanée to tide-watér over this'road is—

e200

Groen Sali. _io¢ 6.. 1%

Swedish—

Government

40 miles less than by the Orange and Alexandria R. R.

e447
@.- 28
27 @.+ 20
.
;
ern,149 16
Q.. ..

H

esese

Slates

Point, on York River,

800

5@..63

@ . ..
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@ 4 25

BRIGHTON

their sides, end to end, laying atier first around

barrel abo
a ut
quarter around every

@

Dest,

Clapboards

——

We find lining the shell a thin
when kept in a healthy condition

up the

00

cow
HAY.
Bale hay, ¥ ton

Patnas

of United

than 65 miles over their present shortest outlet, by way of Richmond and West

eeeis 90 @ 120

.

1 18

with the

line, and
u
r,
Oran
Louisa, and
trade, Dou freight ht and
a passes, er.
Col. Taylor, Chief En,
wy AA
ports itas most favora an
country throagh which it pusses.

@ 2 87

(Cassia,#Bb gold,43 @.. 44
[ClOVes.eeeeesss26 @ 26%
e.. 12
@.1 30

Clear out

all the fast rocks and fill up the holes. See to
it yourself, an
don’t trust it to the boys; once
well done i§tWice done.
It is poor economy to drive your cattle to
your neighbor’s or to the spring to water, week
after week, because your pump has failed. By
80 doing you only trouble your neighbor, but
you lose money every time you take your cattle
from the yard. If your pump is old and worn
out, get a new one at once.
I find the Moss
pump to be the cheapest and best pump now in

long inone

0

y

@ 4 (0
@ 4 50

Co

d, Jina

The counties along the

18

Wheat,west’rnl 00 @ 1 55
Rye...... 0000.1 00 @ 105
Barley........100 g 1 10
Oatsesereenssn. 6) g.. 65

Country

fall, after taking off the grain,if the ground is
not too wet, if so, any time after it freezes.
Any farmer can find time to elear off his fields

too

@.. 41 | C

EE]

can be picked much cleaner and cheaper then
than at any other time. I haul them off in the

remains

Cave...:

Shorts
¥ fon.25 00 §27 00

in my grain and

sowing my grass seed, which T think should not
be harrowed in, only bushed or rolled. Stones

egg

EA

1 10 @

Yellow .......1

It is poor economy to let your stone heaps lay
in the field year after year, and mow
around
them.
My methodisto pick my rocks in piles:

Tr

....2

Westernmx’dl 07 @ 1 11 /Canary.......4
5

machine.

«

8% PRODUCE.®

@ 1 65

R86+eesanss 12K

Southernyel

in Coin, free

ley, being very rich ; so much so, that it is estimated that the local traffic on

[Apples dried B SK @ 14
0 silced.
13 @ 4X
| Jo,aew¥bbld 50 @ 5 50
(Butter,
¥ Bb.
y
| Vermont......33 @.. 35
| Beans,
¥
bush,
|Smallandex. 1 75,8275

common.
RK @ . 15

Lemons, ¥bx 350
Oranges......4 00
iging—
Blue¥ cask. ..
Bunch,¥ box..
Layer......4
20

Poor Economy.

Why

CX

Citron. .cecsevcc 40

Corn,
¥ 56 bs

and fit them for a mowing

dressed

Af.PeaNuts..140

Figs,

Payable

the second division will pay the operating expenses of the whole Road.

FRUIT.
Cheese, ¥ Bb.
Almonds—
Factory
..... Je @
17
Soft Shell..... 15@ . 25|
VtandN.Y...12 @ 16
helled.......36
+ 40 | Western......i5 @.. 16
Currants....... 13 @.. 14 | Peas.
¥ bush.

effective.

In this

state It remains
. fresh and sweet as fresh butch.
er’s meat, and becomes fit for use by stéeping

ro

Interest

The entire line passes through a good and improving country—that
tion west of Orange, known as the Piedmont District of the Shenandoah Val-

|N

| Beef—Mess,
| Western...16 0C @)8 00
| Family ....19 00 @22 60
|P
[Extra Clear.30 00 g31 00
| Clear......29
00 @30 00
| Mess, best.27 00 @28 (0
| Prime.... 21 03 §22 00
| Lard
MDevessns Qos oe
(Lard, bbl, B....15 @
16
| Hams smoked..16 @
18
Pi
BT
Qo

Brandywine
0 00 @ 6 25| Blue Pod...150
@ 1 75
Rye Flour....4 5¢-@
5 50
|Cran
, bud Cog
0 0

soda,—

And Danod us

tightly as possible in air-tight boxes.

13 00 @27 00

@ 9 00 | Marrow
| choice Balt. 750

Delay is fatal; the
disease becomes contagious
as soon as the fetid odor is observable, but to
what degree is not well known; drinking, from
the same fountain is always hazardous.
Roupy
fowls should be isolated at once.—Am. Agricuiturist.

in the spring, after harrowing

07%

Mich. and Indiana

We presume “ Chloride of Lime” water or Per-

Wo

@1 223

choice extra. 6 50 a 7 00
Canada,super0 00 @ 0 «0
com.extras..0 00 @ 0 00
medium do. 0 00 @ 6 00
choice d0....0 00 @ 0 00
Southern,sup . .. @.. ..
extras..... «.500
@ b 75

Labaraque’s solution), of half its normal strength.

manganate of soda, would be equally

and Alexandria

@ . 17

cho

throat, thoroughly,

COMPANY OF VIRGINIA.

with
Sannsetions nd exisusions is the only ir LINE Nad
3g the elitire Sow and ou
Thewhole lengthof line is
miles,
two
divisions;
first one o!
Court House to Charlottesvill 24 ren
ce to the connec
Road, of local
assenger
portion of their iine conn
od The second division makes an AIR LINE connection
v
Orange
and Char!
ing through a much
more favored country than the line via Gordonsville, is six

@ . 17

small.......5 50 @ 6 50

It is usually suf

(chlorinated

‘Whi

Shore...... 8 50 @28 00
Alewives..... 4 75 @ 5 25
Salmon.
toe..30 00 @32 00
H
ick.450 @7 50
FLOUR
AND
.
St.Louis, Suh es @. o«
brand
500
@ 6 00
choice extra 7 50 @ 8 00
West'rn sup..4 25 @ 4 650
com.
++4 50 @ 6 00
medium do..5 25 @ 6 00
choice do....6 50 @ 7 00
Lilinois aud Oto, pn

ficient to give stimulating food, aud wash the
face,

. 12%

ees

M

this

RAILROAD

GORDONSVILLE

The Fredericksburg and Gordonsville Railroad

Codfish, ) large
large 6 | 00 pd 50

socket was filled with a moss as large as a hick-

FREDERICKSBURG AND

v

Commences at Fredericksburg, running ‘west,
croesing the Ora
Alexan
Railroad at
\
Court House, thence through a gap. and yo
to Sagres
the west side of the Both ort uD
ville, which is the point of junctionof the Chesa; :
e and OhiofRailroad, and the extension of the

ry

Be

may,

_ SEVEN PER CENT GOLD BONDS OF THE

ny

tings—

In one form the

FUND

@ 17% | No.l.cceeeeeeo13 @ 14

Lowell
sup. sup.8- ply @ 186

swelling is fleshy and thick, inclosing more or
63 watery fluid;—in the other, it is caused by
the formation of a dense cheese-curdy growth,
of tough nature, and yellowish white color. This
growth often takes place in one of the lachrymal
ducts, usually just at the entrance of the duct,
and we have seen it so large that the entire
nut.
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Count Bismarck has given the University of
Virginia a valuable collection of photograhic
and engraved
designs of recent government
works in Germany, exhibiting the modern improvements applied to bridges, canals, railways

sotiated on the staff of the New York Tribune.
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There is a general fecling of confidence that we
are to reach the * base rock” without any crash,

the secrets of the Cuban agitation.

"dry and fancy goods dealers

away

carts,

erowd upon him from all parts of the country, to
buy at his reduced rates. Mr. S. has made up
his mind that we must speedily come to a gold
basis, and is resolved to hasten that advent by
putting his own goods downto specie prices.
But the merchants of the eity are not alarmed.

There is great excitement in Washington over
the investigation
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His immense Store is surrounded with

The Comptroller of the Currency called for
statementsof the condition of the national banks
on the 24th of March.
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in contact with the skin. There is another disease frequently accompanying roup, though we

ory

The enormous sales of Mr. A, T, Stewart cre~| ate quite a sensation ‘amAng dry goods men.
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One French journal says Prince
has already departed for America,
assent that he is still in France.

April th is Fast day in New Hampshire

mouth

inflaming

mouth,

He has been sentenced
tor Noir 25,000 francs.

He is a graduate of Dartmouth

viscid mucus, filling the beak, gumming up the
nostrils, closing the eyes, preventing
eating,
and destroying the bird by hunger, thirst, and
suffocation. It may pass into canker of the

of the

cution of the war in the central department.
Prince Bonaparte is en route for America.

College, and should he accept the appointment,
will give increased efficiency to the educational
interests of the county.
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may pass into a profuse accumulation of frothy,

watery
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This con-

diseased condition of the whole. mucous surface

On Friday, in the Senate, Mr. Morton introduced a bill to make effectual the guarantees of the
Fifteenth Amendment, and Gen. Ames was admitted as Senator from Mississippi.
In the
House, the particular consideration of the tariff
bill was begun, 43 speeches, filling 200 columns
of the Cengressional Globe, having been made
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express-

teeing safetyto all who comply with his terms,
except the leaders and officers ot the insurgent
government.
He threatens a vigorous
prose-
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ornostrils, The earliest stages of the disease,
are indicated by a twitching of the head to one
of the breath, heard Lest at night.
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livier, was read in the French Senate last week.
Captain General De Rodas has issued a procban rebels
to lay down

fee.

a

Ecumen-

drawn up in accordance with the views

On Saturday, the Senate was not in session.—
In the House, efforts were unsuccessfully made

:

adjournment of the

the

For the weekending, Mar. 80, 1870.
' CANDLES,

Roup is a nme which really covers half a
dozen diseases, ahd perhaps more, whidh, so far
as we judge, have but few common symptoms.
Following
a cold in the head,
a change occurs,

side, accompanied

The recent disturbanees in Italy are supposed
to be the evidences of a revolutionary plot which
will be suppressed.
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ical Council.

A bill for establishing a national system

wrangle about the record of one of them, and
General Schenck closed the general debate on the
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of
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There is a report coming from London that
the great Catholic powers of Europe have. united

of education was introduced and the ‘tariff bill
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The bill for the restoration of order in Ireland
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Texas were all admitted after something of a
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A great fire in the towgnof Comptah, India,
destroyed 200 houses and 2500 bales of cotton.

the House of Representatives the bill for the admission of Texas was passed as amended by the

®

have

agreed to separate.

come tax, In executive session several nominations were confirmed and the San Domingo
treaty was debated two
hours without action
on it. In the House, General Logan made a
long speech on the recent letter by General
Sherman, and the tariff bill was debated as usual.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, there was a
brief debate on the bill proposing a joint commission on Indian affairs, and a longer one in ex-

was discussed.
On Thursday,in the Senate, the Texas senators were sworn in, and there was a four hours’
debate on the eligibility of Gen, Ames.
Inthe
House of Representatives the congressmen from

The
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with the Ecumenical Council,
Isabella. and hi er husband
Ex-Queen

made speeches, the first mentioned opposing the
treaty.
The debate was not ended.
In the
House, the tariff bill was under discussion nearly all day.
;
J
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the House bill for
the admission of Texas was amended and passed; a bill was introduced for continuing the in-

Senate.
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ecutive session on the San Domingo

government
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has passed the House of Lords,
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up to the consideration
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